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Abstract

Distributed storage systems can uphold balanced data growth in terms of ca-

pacity and performance on an on-demand basis. However, existing distributed

storage systems are designed for targeting hard disk drives and this design

limitation causes significant performance degradation when they are used with

NVMe devices. Also, it is a challenge to store and manage large sets of contents

being generated by the explosion of data.

In this dissertation, we propose the efficient design of distributed storage

system which can provide high performance depending on consistency model

and data reduction scheme based on tiering. First, we introduce CPU-efficient

I/O processing design: 1) decoupling latency-critical job and best-effort job,

2) partition to avoid contention and maximize parallelism. Second, we present

a new deduplication method based on tiering, which is highly scalable and

compatible with the existing scale-out distributed storage in order to remove

redundant data across many nodes.

To show the effectiveness of our approach, we implement and evaluate our

schemes on real distributed storage systems. The experimental results demon-

strate that our cooperative approach can deliver higher performance than ex-

isting approaches while saving a considerable amount of storage space.

Keywords: Distributed Storage System, Tiering, Deduplication, Performance

Student Number: 2017-38347
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Data is exploding and generated in just the last year is expected to be more than

that in the entire previous of industry. To store this massive volume of data more

efficiently, scalable storage system is needed. Besides, local storage devices have

been drastically evolved for the last decade, from SATA SSD supporting more

than 50K IOPS (I/O per second) with sub-millisecond latency to NVMe SSDs

achieving more than 700K IOPS at a microsecond level latency. Data exploding

and extremely fast storage poses unprecedented challenges in the software stack

of distributed storage system; the performance bottleneck [60–62] and handling

the large amount of data [31,51,54] are shifted from storage devices to software.

With these challenges, there are three observations.

First, to achieve high performance, many researches focus on maximizing

CPU utilization and on minimizing the unnecessary overhead during I/O op-

erations. For example, polling-based approach has been widely adopted as an
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effective solution to improve disk I/O performance on high IOPS devices by

trading CPU cycles for I/O latency [63,65,66]. Although busy waiting for I/O

completion can waste a large amount of CPU cycles, it helps achieve the full

potential of a high performance storage device. High CPU usage is not a prob-

lem as long as there is enough CPU power available in the system. However,

the situation becomes different in a distributed storage system environment due

to the complex architecture where multiple software layers are involved in the

I/O path. For instance, a modern large-scale storage system usually consists of

a number of storage nodes connected via network and they communicate with

each other all the time for cluster-level consistency and availability. Therefore,

polling-based network acceleration solutions, such as DPDK [97], may aggravate

the CPU load when they are used together with other polling-based storage

acceleration solutions. Moreover, key-value stores—widely used as a backend

data store for many conventional distributed storage systems—are known to

use considerable CPU cycles for compaction and flushing [67–69].

Second, depending on consistency models the storage service provides, the

distributed storage systems handle I/O request with different I/O procedure.

For strong consistency, the storage system processes writes and reads requests in

order, and makes sure of persistent write. For eventual consistency, the storage

system does not need to consider the consensus between node’s status, so that

the acknowledgment for an I/O request can be returned without the agreement

on all or durability. As a result, strong consistency based service needs to do

more works than eventual consistency based service, also eventual consistency

based service does not need to take into account constraints such as ordering,

persistency. However, most of the storage system makes use of a common I/O

architecture to support both strong and eventual consistency service. With

emerging fast storage devices, this leads to inefficient I/O processing.
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File BlockObject

Cache Tier

Persistent Tier

BASE 
Consistency Model

ACID
Consistency Model

Figure 1.1: Proposed tiering architecture for modern distributed storage system.

Third, to reduce space overhead, many previous studies [30] [31] [51] [54]

demonstrated that data deduplication. However, smply applying deduplication

is inappropriate for distributed storage environments because it removes all ex-

tra copies appended by redundancy scheme. In a distributed environment, em-

ploying redundancy scheme such as replication and erasurecoding [25] [26] [27] is

required to achieve a high availability against frequent failures of the underlying

storage. Therefore, a design of global data deduplication that not only removes

the redundant data but also preserves underlying redundancy scheme residing

in the existing scale-out storage system is required applying data deduplica-

tion on the existing distributed storage system considering redundancy scheme

is non-trivial due to its data processing procedure and additional metadata

management.

To address performance degradation and a large amount of data as described

above, we proposed a tiering architecture that provides data efficiency with

low CPU consumption and high performance with I/O structure depending on

consistency model. Figure 1.1 shows our design. Our objective is to support file,

object, block service according to the requirement of consistency model with

3



data efficiency. Our design deals with I/O requests with different I/O procedure

optimized by using consistency-aware I/O processing and data reduction by

global deduplication.

With cache tier, eventual consistency services like file and object store its

data to the cache tier at the minimal cost of storage processing. Also, using

tiering approach with post-dedupliaction technique that is applicable to dis-

tributed storage system, we can give a chance to minimize the storage space

via deduplication. In addition, considering I/O context of strong consistency,

we can also provide persistent storage service with low CPU usage.

However, to do so, a conventional distributed storage system needs to be

redesigned.

1.1.1 Problem and key idea

We identify the following problems to meet our goal on modern distributed

storage system, which are addressed in this dissertation.

High CPU consumption to process I/Os. We have figured out that

the modern distributed storage system suffers from performance degradation

due to high CPU usage. There are several reasons.

(1) Lack of locality consideration for multi-core architecture: Scale-out stor-

age systems have been designed based on layered approach. Since each layer

is independent of each other, it can be processed in parallel like a pipeline.

However, in the case of NVMe SSDs storage system, if we do not consider

processing locality for a CPU, the storage server will suffer from a lot of con-

text switching overheads and it causes performance degradation. Therefore, a

method that reduces context switching overhead should be required at applica-

tion level as well as OS level because scale-out storage system is implemented

as an application. (2) Excessive CPU overhead due to lock contention: In a
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distributed storage system, lots of I/O threads run at the same time for higher

performance and asynchronous I/O processing. Therefore, locking mechanism

is essentially required. A distributed storage system contains lots of critical sec-

tions that should be protected from concurrent threads accesses. It results in

high lock contention which consumes lots of CPU resource and degrades per-

formance. (3) A long latency to commit a write request. To guarantee strong

consistency and availability, replication schemes based on primary-backup [78]

are used in a typical distributed system [70] [71] [72]. However, the latency of

a write request is quite long since these replications should wait for all of the

I/O completion from all replicas. As a result of such a long write path, it takes

a few milliseconds to complete a write request. (4) High overhead data store.

Traditionally, distributed storage systems have used local file systems as a stor-

age backend [70, 74, 75]. However, the previous work [76] has shown that the

user-level data store designed to run on raw storage devices can provide higher

performance by eliminating double writes. However, either the local filesys-

tem or own data store has its drawback respectively. Using the local filesystem

produces double write and slow lookup, and the data store managed by the

distributed storage system [76] also has weaknesses such as write amplification,

compaction overhead, and high CPU usage.

We propose two techniques to maximize I/O performance and reduce CPU

consumption for scale-out distributed storage system depending on consistency-

level: (1) Decoupling latency-critical job and best-effort job to minimize the

client-perceived latency, (2) Partition to avoid contention and maximize paral-

lelism to minimize CPU consumption with efficient I/O processing.

An effective deduplication approach to support high availability and

high performance in distributed storage system.

It is non-trivial to apply a conventional deduplication design to the scale-out
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storage due to the following root causes. First, chunk-lookup for deduplication

is not as scalable and extendable as the underlying storage system supports.

Second, managing the metadata associated to deduplication requires a huge

amount of design and implementation modifications of the existing distributed

storage system. Lastly, the data processing and additional I/O traffic imposed

by deduplication can significantly degrade performance of the scale-out storage.

To address these challenges, we propose a new deduplication method, which is

highly scalable and compatible with the existing scale-out storage. Specifically,

our deduplication method employs a double hashing algorithm that leverages

hashes used by the underlying scale-out storage, which addresses the limits

of current fingerprint hashing. In addition, our design integrates the meta-

information of file system and deduplication into a single object, and it controls

the deduplication ratio at online by being aware of system demands based on

post-processing.

1.2 Contributions

The contributions are summarized as follows:

• We present a new design that considers the performance depending on

consistency model and data efficiency when using fast storage device on

distributed storage system

• We describe design issues of scale-out storage system that occur when

SSD is replaced with NVMe SSD. and propose optimization techniques

for NVMe SSDs-based modern scale-out distributed storage system de-

pending on consistency-level.
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• We introduce an effective deduplication approach to support high avail-

ability and high performance in distributed storage system: we provide

deduplication design that is applicable on replication or erasure coding

and minimize performance degradation caused by deduplication.

1.3 Outline

This dissertation is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2 explains the background about distributed storage system.

• Chapter 3 introduces CPU-efficient I/O processing

for Distributed Storage System. We analyzed the performance of an

existing scale-out storage system and identified high CPU consumption

problem due to lack of data locality, excessive lock contentions and write

amplification depending on consistency-level. To address the problem of

performance degradation, we propose two key designs and demonstrate

implementations upon distributed storage systems based on consistency-

level. For eventual consistency service, we introduce LALCA, our perfor-

mance improvement technique for eventual consistency. LALCA proposes

two techniques for scale-out storage system on high speed storage device:

(1) locality-aware thread control to minimize processor context switching

overhead and relevant performance degradation and (2) lock contention

avoidance to remove locking problems in existing scale-out distributed

storage system. For strong consistency service, We present a new design

of distributed storage system for fast storage devices, based on the fol-

lowing three ideas: (1) Pipelined replication processing to minimize the

client-perceived latency of a write operation, (2) Prioritized thread con-

trol to minimize CPU consumption with efficient I/O processing and (3)

7



Application-managed data store towards zero application-level write am-

plification for alleviating the burden on the host.

• Chapter 4 introduces Design of Global deduplication based

on Tiering. We propose a new deduplication method, which is highly

scalable and compatible with the existing scale-out storage. Specifically,

our deduplication method employs a double hashing algorithm that lever-

ages hashes used by the underlying scale-out storage, which addresses the

limits of current fingerprint hashing. In addition, our design integrates

the meta-information of file system and deduplication into a single ob-

ject, and it controls the deduplication ratio at online by being aware of

system demands based on post-processing.

• Chapter 5 summarizes and concludes the dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 IO flow on Scale-out Storage System

Figure 2.1 shows modern scale-out storage system architecture. Modern scale-

out storage system consists of clients with storage library and multiple servers.

In order to minimize the overhead of centralized storage system which has meta-

data servers, scale-out storage systems use hash table based data distribution

such as CRUSH (Ceph) [70], DHT (GlusterFS) [3], RING (Swift) [80].

If a client application issues a write request to mounted volumes or block

device through storage library, the request is sent to one or more storage dae-

mons according to the DHT (distributed hash table). The storage library can

maintain the information of the location of requested object based on DHT

(Note that, input information for a DHT would be a filename or an object ID).

After the storage library found the destination of the request, it performs addi-

tional writes required for replication or erasure coding for system availability.

If the system has replication factor of 2, a client sends the data to two speci-
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Figure 2.1: Scale-out storage system architecture and I/O flow.

fied data locations (Server Daemon) which are determined by the DHT. Once

a Server Daemon receives I/O requests from the client, it issues a local I/O

request to underlying filesystem such as XFS or EXT4. When the local I/O

request is finished, it sends ACK message to the client. The write request is

finished after the client receives ack messages from both server nodes when the

storage system is configured with replication factor of 2.

2.2 Shared-nothing Architecture.

Depending on how the system manages metadata, distributed storage system

architectures can be categorized into two types: centralized metadata server

and no metadata server (shared-nothing) models. Most legacy scale-out storage

systems use the former model where all metadata operations are directed to

a dedicated metadata server. The metadata server can become a single point

of failure (SPOF), thus imposing a limit on both performance and scalability.

On the other hand, the shared-nothing model can be used to avoid SPOF and

to provide high scalability. It does not require a centralized metadata server

10



to locate data because the location of data can be calculated using distributed

hashing algorithms. This model is widely adopted by many modern distributed

systems such as object storage, file storage, block storage, and database [70,

71, 74, 80]. In this paper, we focus on a decentralized shared-nothing storage

system.

2.3 Block Storage Service.

In modern distributed storage systems, three types of interfaces are supported

for applications: file, block, and object. Unlike the others, the block service must

provide strong consistency [107] because the applications that use the block

service expect it to work as if it is a local block device; reads always return the

most recent data. Since our objective is to support all applications regardless

of their required consistency level, we focus on a design of a strong consistency-

based distributed storage system—which offers the highest consistency level—

mainly but not limited for block service. Note that a system that guarantees

strong consistency can service applications that require a weaker consistency,

such as eventual consistency and weak consistency, but not vice versa.

2.4 Replication Strategy.

Most distributed storage systems use replication to ensure availability of data.

They use different replication strategies depending on their consistency model.

For example, either primary-backup [78] or chain-replication [77] can be used

if strong consistency is required. Otherwise, asynchronous replication [73] or

client-driven replication [74] can be used to improve performance by ignor-

ing some constraints; strict ordering of operations and persistency constraints,

which must be satisfied for strong consistency, cause performance overhead

11
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Figure 2.2: Overview of distributed storage systems.

[70–72,79]. Nevertheless, in this paper, we mainly focus on the primary-backup

replication strategy because it is the most widely used while ensuring strong

consistency.

2.5 Target Distributed Scale-out Storage System

Distributed scale-out storage systems can be classified based on how they share

information: Centralized or decentralized (shared-nothing). In the centralized

storage, a metadata server (MDS) stores connecting information between a data

and a storage and in the decentralized storage, a hash algorithm determines the

placement of a data. Figure 2.2 depicts these two types of distributed storage

system. All the client requests (e.g., object ID, offset and size) are translated by

an MDS or a hash algorithm. Specifically, Figure 2.2-(a) shows the organization

of an ordinary MDS-based distributed storage system. All requests, targeting

to the storage server need to pass to the MDS in obtaining metadata, which

in turn makes MDS performance an important factor for the whole storage

system. In addition, it requires to provide the availability of MDS in order to

cope with failure case. Lustre [75], GFS [36], and pNFS [38] are implemented
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Figure 2.3: Deduplication ratio comparison between global deduplication and local

deduplication. For this experiment, 4 Ceph storage nodes are used and each node has 4

OSDs (Object Storage Device). Local deduplication targets per-OSD basis and global

deduplication targets all 16 OSDs.

by this MDS based design.

On the other hands, this design should consider a single point of failure

(SPOF) problem and scalability of MDS. Figure 2.2-(b) shows an ordinary

hash table based distributed storage system, which employs the shared-nothing

structure and decentralizes given objects without MDS. Incoming requests are

constantly translated by the hash table. Thanks to their superiority in terms of

scalability and availability, many recent scale-out storage systems such as Ceph

[70], GlusterFS [3], Swift [80], Dynamo [39] and Scality [40] are developed based

on the decentralized structure. In Ceph, CRUSH algorithm is used for object

distribution and GlusterFS uses distributed hash table (DHT) based algorithm

to distribute objects efficiently. In this paper, we aimed at a decentralized shared

nothing storage system for the higher scalability and availability.
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4 OSD 8 OSD 12 OSD 16 OSD

Local Dedup. 15.5 % 8.1 % 5.5 % 4.1 %

Global Dedup. 50.0 % 50.0 % 50.0 % 50.0 %

Table 2.1: Deduplication ratio comparison between global deduplication and local

deduplication depends on the number of OSD. Workload is a FIO workload with dedu-

plication ratio of 50%.

2.6 Deduplication Range

Applying deduplication to the existing distributed storage systems is complex

because we need to deduplicate all data while keeping the rules of the existing

systems. One of the most straightforward ways that can deduplicate without

any violation against the policies of underlying storage system is to individ-

ually apply the deduplication to each single node by a leveraging block level

deduplication solution such as [49] [48]. The most compelling advantage of this

local deduplication is that distributed storage system’s various policies can be

consistently maintained because most of them operate on per-node basis: data

replication, erasure coding, and data balancing. However, the local deduplica-

tion suffers from a limited deduplication ratio compared to global deduplication.

Figure 2.3 compares the deduplication ratio of local deduplication and global

deduplication by executing micro benchmarks and real workloads that SK main-

tains for private cloud. Specifically, it includes two FIO [105] workloads with

different deduplication ratio (size: 5GB), three SPEC SFS 2014 [59] database

workloads with different loads (size: 24GB) and a real word workload of enter-

prise cloud data in our private cloud (size: 3.3TB). Our private cloud has about

100 VMs for developers ranging from 50GB to 500GB, and the data excluding

OS images is over-provisioned in Ceph. More detailed experimental environment

is described in Section 3.4.9. In the first two workloads, which are artificially
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formed by FIO, the local deduplication shows severely low deduplication ratio

while global deduplication shows the same results as given deduplication ra-

tios. In the SFS DB workloads, the local deduplication still shows two to four

times lower deduplication ratio than that of global deduplication based on given

loads. With our private cloud workloads, the difference of deduplication ratio

between the two methods is still around two times. This result shows that the

limited deduplication ratio problem of local deduplication has a negative effect

not only on synthetic workload but also on real environment. In addition, as

the number of OSD increases, the gap between local deduplication and global

deduplication increases, as shown in Table 2.1. This illustrates that the larger

the size of the distributed system, the more significant the problem of limited

deduplication ratio of local deduplication becomes. In this dissertation, we tar-

get global deduplication for a distributed storage system to achieve a higher

deduplication ratio.
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Chapter 3

CPU-efficient I/O processing for
Distributed Storage System

3.1 Motivation

3.1.1 Performance Analysis on Eventual Consistency System

In order to evaluate the performance of current scale-out distributed storage

system running on NVMe device, we conducted some experiments. We set up

four GlusterFS servers with three NVMe SSDs per server. Eight GlusterFS

client machines were connected to the servers using FUSE interface with the

replication factor of 2. 80 GbE Ethernet was used to connect the servers and

clients. More detailed experimental environments are described in section 3.4.9.

Figure 3.3-(a) shows IOPs for 4KB random I/O using FIO benchmark. The

NVMe SSD we used is capable of 250K IOPs (random write) in stand-alone

mode. With twelve of them, we should get ideally 1.5M IOPs with replication

factor 2. However, the aggregated throughput was less than 200K IOPs. We first

thought that there were not enough parallelism in the server and increased the
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Figure 3.1: GlusterFS’s IOPS in direct access test (FIO Benchmark, direct, 4KB

random I/O & 32 threads, 8 depth per client).

number of event threads from 2 (default) to 4, 6, and 8. Against our expectation,

the random write performance got worse while the random read performance

remained the same. This is an unexpected result, especially for random write

case. Looking at the CPU usage, which is plotted in the Figure 3.3-(a), we

found that more than 90% of the CPU is used with 4 or more event threads in

the case of random write.

We then profiled the experiment and found most user threads are spending

a lot of time spinning for locks. Figure 3.3-(b) and (c) show detailed profil-

ing result from 6M samples during 4KB random write test. This observation

matches well with previous researches that spinlocks consume a lot of CPU cy-

cles when all threads try to enter a critical section and it results in performance

degradation [6] [83] [10]. To deal with it, as a first step, we simply replaced the

spin lock to mutex to save CPU cycles. However, it still suffers from low I/O

performance even though the CPU utilization is slightly lower than before. We
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next attempted some parameter tuning. The current scale-out storage system

employs various optimizations geared for HDDs. For example, single thread-

based batching technique mentioned in previous studies [14] [18]. Since NVMe

SSD has multiple channels with several flash chips attached to each channel,

it is necessary to the I/O structure considering parallelism so that multiple

requests can be submitted simultaneously to fully utilize the NVMe SSD. We

tuned some parameters to improve the parallelism and the result is shown in

Figure 3.9 in section 3.4.9. We could achieve some enhanced performance by

substituting spinlocks with mutexes and tuning the parameter. However, it is

still far from the ideal case.

These performance problems is not limited to GlusterFS. As mentioned in

Section 1, we also observed this phenomenon in Ceph [11].

3.1.1.1 Observations

In order to understand the performance problem, we have analyzed GlusterFS

Server Daemon and found that GlusterFS consists of various stackable layers

called translators. A translator converts user requests into storages requests and

many types of translators are supported. For instance, performance translators:

Read-ahead, Write-behind, etc. Cluster translators: Auto File Replicate (AFR),

Distributed Hash Table (DHT), Quota, File lock, Log, I/O stats. The transla-

tors are executed by two different threads named Event thread and IO thread.

Figure 3.2 shows the current server architecture of GlusterFS. An event thread

is responsible for receiving a new request from network and an IO thread is

responsible for accessing physical storage. As depicted in Figure 3.2, we found

some observations related to performance.

Observation #1. Lack of locality: Since there is no consideration for

handling execution context for the locality of working threads, a single request
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can be handled on various CPUs and this causes additional cache misses because

a single request is processed by two types of threads (Event thread and IO

thread). In Figure 3.2-(1), an event thread EVT2 running on CPU1 receives

a request F2 and it processes various translators. However, the request F2 is

then handled by IOT0 thread running on CPU0 and this causes unnecessary

cache misses overhead (Figure 3.2-(4)). In addition, there is no guarantee that a

completed I/O request is handled by the same thread that issued the completed

I/O request.

Observation #2. Lock contention: According to the Figure 3.3-(b),

spinlock and sys futex are responsible for almost all of overhead and latency,

respectively. In order to see detailed lock contention situation, we analyzed
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GlusterFS and we found too many lock contentions in GlusterFS.

First, frequent lock/unlock for a single request (Figure3.2-(1)). The Event

thread receives I/O requests from clients and it acquires a lock for the requests

(FD→LOCK, a file descriptor lock) before executing various translators. How-

ever, when a request passes through various translators, its file descriptor is

repeatedly locked and unlocked by Event threads and IO threads.

Second, coarse-grained queue locks (Figure3.2-(2)). When an Event thread

finishes with a request, it enqueues the request into the IO Thread(IOT) queue.

Subsequently, an IO thread dequeues it from the queue to finish processing.

The problem is that only a single IOT queue is shared by multiple threads. It

frequently results in lock contention.

Third, a global memory allocator lock (Figure3.2-(3)). Each Event thread

and IO thread frequently allocates/deallocates memory from the global memory

pool. For example, while I/O is being processed, each translator allocate a stack

in order to save intermediate results and state. Although GlusterFS already is

using a memory pool to reduce physical memory allocation overhead, the single

memory allocator can cause lock contention [96].

Note that, these observations are not limited to GlusterFS. We also ob-

served similar problems on Ceph which is one of the most popular scale-out

distributed storage system [11]. The overall structure of Ceph is similar to that

of GlusterFS. There are messenger threads for processing networking and ob-

ject store threads for writing data to the storage. In addition, there are also

metadata threads for processing metadata (log, lock, replication etc.) of the

storage system. These threads are not considered for locality. Also, Ceph has

coarse-grained lock that is frequently used. This well-modular thread structure

and the lock design are reasonable from an application software design point of

view. However, there is a problem in the NVMe SSD storage system environ-
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User Data Misc Total

Original (GB) 21 42 78 120

Table 3.1: Write amplification during a small random write test. (User: written by the

client, Data: wrtten data with replication, Misc: written data except for Data, Total:

total written data)

ment where high performance is required.

3.1.2 Performance Analysis on Strong Consistency System

As a baseline system that support strong consistency, we choose Ceph [70]

because it features a shared-nothing architecture and provides all the interfaces

described in Section 2. For a performance test, we run fio [105] with direct I/O

and 4KB random writes in our Ceph cluster whose configuration is detailed in

Section 3.4.9. To eliminate other interference factors, we configure Ceph such

that the network layer (messenger layer) and the storage layer (placement group

layer) each uses only two threads, respectively, while setting CPU affinity of the

Ceph process to run on only four cores.

We compare the baseline Ceph (Original) with two modified version of

Ceph: RTC and NULL. RTC implements a run-to-completion model, where a single

thread performs the complete processing of a client request; in other words,

it plays both roles of network and storage processing. NULL is implemented

to show the ideal performance of Ceph when storage processing overhead no

longer exists. To do so, we have modified Ceph such that the requests to the

backend data store immediately return success. For a fair comparison, we keep

the total number of threads used by Ceph to four threads per node. Note that

it does not include the number of threads used by the backend data store.

From the experimental results, we have identified three problems that exist in
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Figure 3.3: Latency and CPU usage with 4KB random write workload. MP represents

the portion of the CPU time for message processing that involves message transfer,

message protocol processing, and replication protocol handling. SP represents the por-

tion of the CPU time for storage processing of data from the host memory to the

backend data store. RTC represents the portion of the CPU time for both message and

storage processing when the RTC model is used. RTC-NoSP represents the portion of

the CPU time only for message processing when the RTC model is used. MISC repre-

sents the remaining portion of the CPU time that is mainly accounted for the internal

background jobs from the backend data store, such as compaction and flushing [76].

conventional distributed storage system architectures.

3.1.2.1 Long Write Path to Commit a Write

The first problem is a long write path, which is highly related to the replication

processing. Figure 3.5 (a) shows the write procedure with the primary-backup

replication. For a single write request, it requires at least six steps: ¶The pri-

mary receives a request from a client. ·The primary persists data in storage.

¸The primary sends a replication request to replicas. ¹The secondary persists

data in storage after receiving the replication request. ºThe primary waits for

the I/O completion acknowledgement from replicas. »The primary sends the
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result to the client.

The problem is that too many works lie on the critical path of write pro-

cessing, and the primary has to wait for all replicas’ persistent writes before

replying back to the client. This is problematic for fast devices [104].

The result from NULL, in Figure 3.3, shows that even without storage pro-

cessing overhead its average latency (0.8 ms) is higher than the 4KB random

write latency of NVMe SSD (0.40 ms). This implies that additional write pro-

cedure to commit a write aside from network processing or delaying replication

processing causes high latency. Therefore, the replication I/O path must be re-

designed to achieve low latency from fast devices but without losing reliability.

3.1.2.2 Inefficient Threading Architecture

The second problem is high CPU usage stemmed from inefficient threading

architecture. Most distributed storage systems use the thread-pool model where

it manages different pools of threads for different purpose [74] [70] [62]. For

example, in Ceph, there are two thread pools: a pool of messenger threads for

network processing and a pool of PG threads for storage processing. The former

handles network packets from/to clients or replicas. The latter is responsible

for storing and retrieving data from/to storage as well as replication handling.

However, this threading architecture leads to frequent context switches between

threads, because a I/O request is handled over a long path where both messenger

and PG threads are involved multiple times, as described in Section 3.1.2.1. It

is well known that the context switching overhead becomes non-negligible with

fast devices [61,82].

To solve this performance issue with fast devices, recent studies [82, 83]

have applying the run-to-completion (RTC) model into their network solutions,

where each packet is processed completely before any other packet is processed.
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However, although the RTC approach has benefits for latency and CPU con-

sumption by minimizing the context switching overhead and by improving cache

efficiency, the benefits cannot be achieved without careful design consideration.

For instance, assume that we replace the conventional thread-pool model in

Ceph with an RTC model where each RTC thread pinned to a dedicated core.

Note that to prevent reordering of the requests from a single client, all the re-

quests from the same client is handled by the same PG thread. Therefore, an

RTC thread cannot process the other I/O requests while it is handling message

and storage processing for the ongoing I/O operation. This delays the response

time.

The performance Comparison between Original and RTC in Figure 3.3

demonstrate this. In Original, each node shows CPU usage of 346% while

achieving 29K IOPS in total for the cluster. Assuming that its performance

scales perfectly with the number of cores in the system, the maximum ideal

performance would be about 369K IOPS (each node has 44 logical cores). This

is still low when considering the number of NVMe SSDs used (8 SSDs in total);

our NVMe SSD can deliver up to 160K IOPS for 4K random write workloads.

The CPU usage is too high for such low performance. Higher IOPS per core is

the key to exploit full potential of a storage node with multiple NVMe SSDs.

That is to say, I/O path needs to be highly optimized for CPU consumption.

On the other hand, compared to Original, the simple RTC model (RTC)

achieves better performance at lower CPU usage by mitigating context switch-

ing overhead. Also, the simple RTC model without storage processing (RTC-NoSP)

achieves high performance. However, its latency is still slow (1.45 ms) than

NVMe device , and the performance improvement is only marginal due to the

reason we explained above; the RTC thread is blocked waiting on the acknowl-

edgement of write completion from replica. Therefore, it is required an effective
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thread control scheme to prevent having a long critical section and a proper

lock-space partitioning to preserve locality of threads.

3.1.2.3 High Overhead of Backend Data Store

The third problem is high overhead of backend data store. Traditionally, con-

ventional distributed storage systems have used local file systems as backend

store [74] [75]. But it causes problems such as journaling of journal anomaly

[76,93] and unnecessary translation overhead between object in distributed stor-

age systems and file in local file systems.

Recent study [76] proposes a new storage backend for Ceph, called Blue-

store that manages the storage device directly without using local file system

to resolve the problems when using local file system. However, there are several

problems remained. First, write amplification. Bluestore uses a LSM-tree-based

key-value store (RocksDB) for metadata and small data writes. However, all

log-structured based storage systems [81, 90], which make all I/O patterns se-

quential for better random write performance, necessitates a costly compaction

(or garbage collection) process to clean up obsolete data. It causes severe write

amplification [67,89], as shown in Table 3.1; the write amplification caused only

by backend data store is about 3. Moreover, although it is performed in back-

ground, it not only disturbs foreground I/Os but also requires high CPU time

to run it [68, 69]. Figure 3.3 shows that the background jobs from the backend

data store accounts for non-negligible part of the total CPU usage.

Second, a single data domain. Consistency mechanisms used by modern

backend data store can be a performance bottleneck for scalability [84]. For

example, Blustore requires synchronization primitives for transaction processing

within a single partition. In order to overcome such problems, some studies have

proposed a partitioned domain approach for local file systems [85] [87]. However,
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since local file system does not expose this partitioned domain information

to applications, distributed storage systems are hard to achieve locality-aware

processing.

3.2 Related Work

DPDK [97], SPDK [65] performed performance optimizations for fast devices

in the following ways: First, when processing the I/O completion, the existing

interrupt method was changed to polling in order to eliminate the overhead

caused by the interrupt. Second, filesystem or TCP layer overhead is removed

by accessing the device directly. Third, they considered CPU affinity and in-

troduced lock-free data structures to optimize performance. However, there are

following drawbacks. First, a single core must be spinning due to polling during

I/O processing. If many I/Os are continuously coming in the storage system,

polling will be effective, but if not, polling wastes CPU resource. Second, scale-

out storage systems use a common interface (VFS) in order to access storage

or network layer of existing OS. However, since these two techniques ignore

the public interface and access the device directly, the scale-out storage system

must implement its own filesystem or TCP stack. Therefore, there is significant

implementation cost and stabilization efforts. Third, both [97] and [65] consider

one type of device. In the case of a scale-out storage system, it has a structure

in which data comes in from the network, writes or reads the storage, and sends

an ack to the network again. In this paper, we propose an optimization method

of scale-out storage system level (application layer). There is no disadvantage

caused by accessing the device directly. It controls CPU consumption for net-

work processing and storage processing through work conserving scheduling and

reduces CPU usage in the existing interrupt structure.
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IX [82] use the RTC (Run To Completion) model to process I/O. RTC can

reduce the overhead of context switching because a single thread handles both

I/O issue and completion. When applying RTC to a distributed storage system,

a thread processes a packet from the network, performs I/O to the storage, and

sends the result (ack) back to the network for the I/O request. However, in the

case of storage, since the latency increases as the requested block size increases,

the total I/O processing can be blocked due to waiting for I/O completions

and long latency. On the other hand, LALCA propose an efficient way that can

handle both network and storage I/O because LALCA adapt work-conserving

scheduling based on main thread and sub-thread structure.

A new interfaces for NVMe device such as NVMe over Fabrics [21] are

introduced. This interface enables a client to access storage directly via PCIe.

However, it cannot use the storage functions like data sharing, replication, etc.

which is provided by distributed storage system.

The Linux block layer, which is responsible for a device I/O in the Linux

storage I/O stack, is configured with software and hardware queues to provide

the affinity for application and device driver [14]. In addition, locality is already

taken into consideration because it allows processing in the context that is

issued during completion processing. The Linux network stack also considers

CPU affinity through RPS (Receive Packet Steering) and RSS (Receive Side

Scaling) [15]. Therefore, if a scale-out storage system considers locality, it will

be easily tuned with existing techniques on existing OS.

Bluestore [76] has been developed in order to minimize local filesystem over-

head and it is also application-level data store. We refer to its disk layout and

interface implemented in BlueFS. However, since it uses RocksDB to manage

small data and metadata, compaction and write amplification are inevitable.

From the perspective of CPU consumption, these overhead are serious because
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it wastes not only CPU but also SSD resources. Our proposed solution resolves

the performance problem via full-stack I/O path optimization from storage to

network stack. Using our proposed scheme, a write can be done with low la-

tency. Also, with a partitioned domain that considers the whole software stack,

Application-managed data store is aware of that partition domain, which is

efficient to handle I/O without contentions.

Ramcloud [96] a similar approach to the proposed design. In Ramcloud, all

incoming data is recorded on the ram space regardless of the size of data, and

then flush happens. However, our scheme additionally takes into account both

thread control and data store.

Writing data in order and making in-flight data persistent are essential to

guarantee strong consistency. However, this behavior causes to process oper-

ations sequentially that has a seriously negative impact on performance. A

practical solution is splitting the coarse-grained domain into fine-grained do-

mains [85]. However, splitting is not enough to resolve the problem. Therefore,

we propose the solution that is aware of the entire software stack and fine-

grained domains.

AIOS [104] has a similar concept to the design we proposed. They exploit

asynchronous I/O path unlike existing synchronous I/O. However, AIOS aims

for a local storage stack, and it does not consider data layout and thread control

from the perspective of the distributed storage system.

3.2.1 Discussion

User-level I/O frameworks: To exploit the network or storage devices, a

dedicated core based on polling can be used [97] [65]. However, we need to re-

think that the polling is suited well in a distributed storage system because CPU

consumption is a significant problem in a small random workload. If distributed
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storage system uses those frameworks, there are two different I/O frameworks

which have their own polling mechanism. In addition, polling wastes CPU re-

sources if many I/Os do not continuously come in the storage system.

Therefore, we believe that a new technique which can mitigate CPU con-

sumption is needed rather than maximizing the storage device’s performance

via polling.

Consistency model: Choosing a replication method based on a even-

tual consistency model, conventional distributed storage systems have been op-

timized to reduce the latency. This method has shorter I/O path than the

method that supports strong consistency. Also, to minimize the delay of I/O,

protocol-level optimization [100] [101] has been proposed. However, with these

optimizations, the latency will be increased under a heavy workload eventually

because the replication method still needs the I/O processing.

As a result, to make the storage system faster than before in both a eventual

consistency system and a strong consistency system, not only protocol-level

optimization but also system-level optimization are necessary.

3.3 Design and Implementation

3.3.1 Design Principles

We propose two key designs to maximize storage performance while reducing

CPU usage. Based on following designs, we build two different implementations

depending on consistency-level. This is because conventional distributed sys-

tems have different I/O structure according to their consistency-level; I/O can

issue without waiting the event (eventual consistency) or I/O should be wait

until completion of the on-going operation that has a dependency on requested

I/O (strong consistency).
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Decoupling latency-critical job and best-effort job: Modern distributed

storage system entails replication processing in the middle of a write operation.

Also, several jobs which has a dependency on both storage and network soft-

ware layer should be finished before replying an ack to the client. These lead

to a considerable delay because the latency-critical job which should be done

to finish I/O is delayed due to other jobs. Therefore, we separate the latency-

critical jobs from the jobs and process remain jobs later in the batch manner.

As a result, not only the latency can be reduced but also CPU consumption

can be minimized due to the batch processing.

Partition to avoid contention and maximize parallelism: To mini-

mize lock contention and exploit locality to process in-coming I/Os efficiently,

we propose a partition scheme considering control and data locality. Partitioned

control plane issues a write operation at the minimal cost of context switch and

handle a read operation with locality. The locality can be achieved because our

thread control scheme manages local groups comprised of objects by a thread

and each thread has a CPU affinity. Also, partitioned data plane splits en-

tire disk layout into several partitions, which allows to process I/O requests in

parallel with applying fine-grained lock domain.

3.3.2 Implementation on Eventual Consistency Service

In this section, we propose a new design for an efficient and a high-performance

scale-out storage system named LALCA (Locality-Aware Lock Contention Avoid-

ance) based on our observations in section 3.1.1.

3.3.2.1 Locality aware thread control

Modern OSes under multi-core environment try to distribute system loads as

much as possible to maximize CPU utilization and balance the loads [12]. There-
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fore, a single thread could be run across multiple cores by a CPU scheduler and

load balancing policy. That is to say, to maximize whole system utilization and

performance, launching another thread is better than waiting for IO event, even

though context switching has its inevitable overhead. However, in the case of

low latency I/O device like NVMe SSD (4KB random write latency is 29us), this

common idea should be handled carefully. Since the I/O latency is extremely

low, the context switching overhead causes significant performance degradation

of the whole system due to frequent cache misses. Therefore, in a multi-core

environment using low latency I/O device, it is important that the locality is

considered for the threads in order to minimize unnecessary context switches

and cache misses. In our design, we use two threads pinned on the same core

doing all the works taking turns without any synchronization overhead.

A CPU pinned asynchronous single Main worker thread: In order to

remove frequent context switching overhead, we propose a single Main worker

thread that handles an I/O processing from receiving client network request to

issuing storage I/O. Note that existing scale-out storage system consists of many

threads with their own functionality, which causes lots of context switching.

Simply, if we pin the single Main worker thread on a single core (in a NUMA

node), we can achieve locality-aware design like RTC (Run To Completion)

model [82].

However, according to our experimental result (Section 3.4.7) under a Main

worker I/O thread running on a single core, wasted CPU time due to IOWAIT

is more than 30% of total CPU utilization. This I/O wait time delays receiving

client requests and causes additional network latency. Since requests can come

at any time, the Main worker thread should not be blocked in order to wait for

I/O completion. Therefore, we used asynchronous I/O so that the Main worker

thread gets only blocked waiting for network requests.
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Sub worker thread for work-conserving scheduling: When a storage

I/O request is completed, a thread running on the same CPU core should

handle the completed I/O request to remove unnecessary cache miss overhead.

Therefore, if the Main worker thread can handle its I/O completion by itself,

this is the best scenario. Unfortunately, however, the Main worker thread should

wait for a new network request after issuing the asynchronous storage I/O to

maximize CPU utilization and to minimize network latency. To deal with it, we

introduced another thread named Sub worker thread that is pinned on the same

core with a Main worker thread. This thread has two roles. First, it checks for

the I/O completion on behalf of the Main worker thread since the Main worker

thread is not waiting for the completion. Note that, the Main worker thread is

waiting for a new client request. Second, it issues a storage I/O when there is a

forwarded I/O request from other Main worker threads running on other CPU

cores. Request forwarding will be explained in detail in next section.

This two-thread-based design enables work-conserving scheduling for maxi-

mizing CPU utilization, which achieves low latency network I/O processing as

well as high performance storage I/O processing.

3.3.2.2 LCA (Lock Contention Avoidance)

The structure of a general scale-out distributed storage system [3] [70] is com-

posed of threads that are responsible for network I/O, metadata processing of

the file system, storage I/O, and completion processing for I/O. This structure

can be seen as a good pipelining for each step, but it does not fit well with high

performance storage devices such as NVMe SSD. Since pipelining employs mul-

tiple threads and requires queues to connect them, locks are required to protect

shared queues and each other’s state. These locking can frequently result in

lock contention and performance drop.
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As mentioned in section 3.1.2, a lot of CPU time is still wasted even af-

ter replacing existing spinlocks with mutexes, because there are many critical

sections that cause lock contention in existing scale-out storage from our obser-

vation #2. Therefore, a new design is required to avoid the high lock contention.

Per-object ID lock and request forwarding: Existing scale-out storage

systems repeatedly lock and unlock for an object for each processing step to keep

the critical section [11] safely. Since a request is identified by a file descriptor

(FD) in existing scale-out storage system, FD locks are excessively locked and

unlocked by multiple threads. We introduced a per-object ID lock rather than

file descriptor based lock to reduce the number of lock/unlock operations.

Specifically, in LALCA, requests with the same object ID are processed

by the same core using the request forwarding mechanism. Note that, because

the Main worker thread and the Sub worker thread run on a single core, they

can share the same lock without any synchronization mechanism. The Main

worker thread obtains the lock and the Sub worker thread releases the lock

when finished. On a multi-core environment, all the Main worker threads on

different cores are simultaneously waiting for a new request. If a Main worker

thread receives a new request, it tries to acquire the per-object ID lock to be

the dedicated thread for the object. If a Main worker thread failed to acquire

the per-object lock (i.e. other Main worker thread already owned the lock), the

request will be forwarded to the pending queue of the lock owning core so that

the Sub worker thread whose counterpart already owned the lock can process

the request.

It would be ideal if there is a single request for each object. However, even for

multiple requests for the same object, the object ID lock and request forwarding

can avoid the lock contention since there is no waiting and retrying for the lock.

For each request, there is only one attempt to acquire the lock even if multiple
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requests for the same object come from several clients at the same time. All but

the first request whose Main worker thread got the lock would be forwarded to

the pending queue so that they can be processed one by one by the same core

without waiting for the earlier requests to be finished. In other words, multiple

requests arriving at the same time for the same object can be processed like

vectored I/O [17].

Fine-grained local queue management: Coarse-grained global queue

design easily makes lock contention situation for producer threads and consumer

threads. In contrast, LALCA does not make such lock contention situation

because it supports fine-grained local queue management.

Since all I/O processing for the same object ID are done by two threads

pinned on the same core, we only need two local queues per core. A completion

queue is responsible for storing the requests waiting for the I/O completion.

This queue is lock-free since only one enqueuer and one dequeuer are running

on the same core. Another queue, pending queue, is used for storing forwarded

requests. It has multiple enqueuers and a single dequeuer. Hence, a lock is

needed. However, this per-core queue is only used when multiple requests for

the same object come in at the same time and we believe the lock contention

would be fairly small.

Per-CPU local memory pool: We designed a per-CPU local memory

pool for a pair of a Main worker thread and a Sub worker thread. This design

enables a thread to allocate/deallocate without locking. Each memory pool

is pre-allocated and dynamically adjusted on demand. Therefore, if memory

pool runs out of the memory, it falls back to call the global memory allocator in

order to get additional memory. This lock-free design is possible since a memory

allocating thread and a memory releasing thread always run on the same core.

In a typical application, memory is dynamically allocated using a memory
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allocator such as malloc or new. However, as mentioned in previous studies [96],

the faster the threads are processed and parallelized, the more the memory allo-

cator must allocate memory with scalable performance. Therefore, an applica-

tion have tried to solve memory allocation problem by using optimized library

like tcmalloc, jemalloc, or by creating own memory pool. We could apply thread-

aware memory allocator such as tcmalloc. They can be easily combined with

our proposed system because our proposed memory pool is conceptually similar

with the memory allocators. However, We only need fixed size block allocation

and deallocation. Therefore, complicated features such as memory movement

and compaction are not needed. Also, with LALCA, we can control lockless

per-core memory pool through our own memory pool.

Our design enhances performance while protecting correctness because LALCA

can avoid lock contention through a per-object I/O request forwarding without

changing existing lock design significantly.

One weak point is that if an operation has a relationship between objects

such as rename(), LALCA can not handle it in parallel. LALCA just forward

the I/O request to a specific Main worker which already hold a per-object ID

lock.

3.3.2.3 Putting it all together

Figure 3.4 illustrates the architecture of LALCA. The Main worker thread re-

ceives a new request and processes storage I/O directly including various mod-

ules in a distributed storage system. The Sub worker thread checks I/O com-

pletion and issues the pended requests which are forwarded from other Main

worker thread.

Detailed I/O handling procedure of LALCA is as follows. When an I/O

request arrives at the Main worker thread, the Object Identifier first checks
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Figure 3.4: An Architecture of LALCA (Locality Aware Lock Contention Avoid-

ance), F0 indicates a request for file 0, F1 indicates a request for file 1. In this

figure, all requests for file 0 and file 1 are handled by CPU0 and CPU1, re-

spectively. CPU-pinned worker threads achieve locality awareness. Per-CPU

memory pool removes memory allocation contention among multiple threads.

whether the object can be processed in the current core using the Global Object

ID map. The map has a mapping information between ”an object ID” and ”a

core number” that is currently processing the object. it checks its object ID

and tries to acquire a lock for the object ID in order to see if there is already

a core processing the object. If the lock is granted and no core is processing

the object, the Global Object ID map is updated to indicate that the current

core is handling this object ID and the request is handled by the Main worker

thread. Also, the request is enqueued to the completion queue to be processed

by the Sub worker thread after the actual I/O is performed. Otherwise, the I/O

request is enqueued to the pending queue of the Sub worker thread which is
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handling the earlier request for the same OID. After the Main worker thread

issues asynchronous I/O, it waits for a new request from client and the Sub

worker thread runs. The Sub worker thread first checks for completed I/O, and

if there is a completed request, it processes remaining completion processing.

If this request is the last one for the object, the object lock is released. After

this, this thread checks the pending queue and processes pended requests. This

procedure will be repeated until both the pending queue and completion queue

are empty. If the two queues are empty, (i.e. there are no more requests for the

object ID), the control is transferred to the Main worker thread.

LALCA uses AIO (Asynchronous I/O) to take full advantage of the CPU

utilization in the IO thread and to process I/O requests in pending queues

continuously without waiting for the earlier request to complete. LALCA also

considers NUMA architecture. We simply pin threads for a single process in a

NUMA-node. This tuning can reduce cache-misses. The result of Section 3.4.3

include numa-aware tuning.

3.3.2.4 Implementation Notes on GlusterFS

We implemented the proposed LALCA architecture on top of GlusterFS, one

of the most popular scale-out storage systems. Most scale-out storage systems

can apply the proposed LALCA architecture because it coordinates common

components for scale-out storage systems such as thread placement, fine-grained

request queues, I/O processing based on per-object lock and global memory

allocator. In addition, no client software change is required. We also divide the

GlusterFS daemon into two threads, Event thread and IO thread, and pin a

pair of them to one core in order to maximize core utilization. We created a

memory pool for each pair of event thread and IO thread so that they can

allocate and free memory without locking.
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Figure 3.5: Pipelined replication processing.

3.3.3 Implementation on Strong Consistency Service

To address the problems explained in Section 3.1.2, we present three key ideas,

each of which tackles one of the three problems. They involve 1) pipelined repli-

cation processing, 2) locality-aware prioritized thread control, and 3) application-

managed data store.

To address the problems explained in Section 3.1.2, we present three key

ideas, each of which tackles one of the three problems. They involve 1) pipelined

replication processing, 2) locality-aware prioritized thread control, and 3) application-

managed data store.

3.3.3.1 Pipelined Replication Processing

Pipelined replication processing is a pipelining approach to reduce the client-

perceived latency of a write operation. Figure 3.5 (b) shows the changed I/O

behavior with pipelined replication processing. Compared to the conventional

replication processing, it requires fewer steps to commit a write operation, which
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leads to lower latency. ¶ The primary receives a request from a client. · The

primary sends a replication request to replicas as soon as incoming data is staged

in memory space. ¸ The secondary sends a write completion acknowledgement

back to the primary once the data is stored in memory space. ¹ The primary

replies to the client after all ACKs are received from replicas. The staged data

is asynchronously flushed to the backend data store once the amount of staged

data reaches a threshold.

Staging data in small amount of non-volatile memory (NVM)—for instance,

Intel Optane [88]—enables decoupling the latency-critical replication processing

from storage processing in the I/O path without losing reliability and durability.

DRAM also can be used for staging area [108] if the client application can

tolerate loss of very recent data only in very rare cases, such as datacenter-wide

outage. Note that since data is replicated in memory across replicas, it provides

the same level of availability as the conventional replication processing unless

all replicas crash. For simplicity’s sake, we use the term ”memory” to refer

either non-volatile or volatile memory.

3.3.3.2 Prioritized Thread Control

In the previous subsection, we have decoupled the latency-critical tasks from

the others in the I/O path with help of pipelined replication processing. Pri-

oritized thread control is designed for an effective thread scheduling among

latency-critical tasks and best-effort batch tasks. Figure 3.6 shows the thread-

ing architecture with prioritized thread control.

There are two thread types: priority thread for latency-critical tasks and

non-priority thread for the others; the former is responsible for message ex-

changing and replication processing while the latter is in charge of storage pro-

cessing. Although both thread types follow the RTC model for locality-aware
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Figure 3.6: Prioritized thread control.

processing, they differ in how they are scheduled in cores to run the task. For

example, each priority thread is pinned to a dedicated core because interference

from other threads can affect the client-perceived performance. In contrast,

non-priority threads share the remaining cores and each of them is responsible

for storage processing of a different logical group of objects; an object is as-

signed to to one of the logical groups based on the object ID. Thus, there is no

lock contention among them, although a lock acquisition is required for I/O for-

warding between priority thread and non-priority thread. A key concept behind

this threading architecture is to give high priority to latency-critical tasks, so

that a write operation can be completed with low latency (by priority thread)

while reducing CPU consumption by flushing writes in a batched manner (by

non-priority thread).
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3.3.3.3 Application-managed Data Store

Application-managed data store is designed to minimize the number of I/Os

required to perform an operation issued by a client and to cause less lock con-

tention during storage processing. Since it runs on a raw device, it has several

advantages over using local file systems, as explained in Section 3.1.2.3. Figure

3.7 shows the high-level architecture of application-managed data store.

It divides the entire disk space into partitions such that one non-priority

thread, which performs storage processing, can be assigned to one partition.

Therefore, I/O operations can be handled in parallel without lock contention.

Towards a data store that induces no host-side write amplification, it uses

an in-place update disk layout for each partition, like one used in journaling file

systems [86, 91]; it consists of journal, metadata, block map, and data areas.

Since it allows overwrites, no cleaning process, such as compaction, is required.

While it may seem counter-intuitive to use the flash-unfriendly layout for the
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best performance with an NVMe-only system, it does so by reducing not only

write amplification but also CPU consumption in the host side.

To further reduce the number of I/Os required for metadata update and

journaling, we use the pre-allocation technique, which is commonly used to

avoid unnecessary metadata update [102]. It exploits the fact that overwriting

the pre-allocated objects does not need any changes to their metadata such as

block bitmap, inode table and etc. thus no metadata journaling is required. This

is only feasible if the object size is fixed. Fortunately, in typical block storage

services, a block device image is striped over fixed size objects. For example,

in Ceph RBD, which is Ceph’s block device service, the default object size is

4MB. Thus, we can pre-allocate all the objects at image creation time.

3.3.3.4 Implementation Details

1. Pipelined replication processing

Write. Upon a write request for an object, one of the priority threads in an

OSD daemon appends the log entry—〈logical group ID, version, sequence num-

ber, offset, data, operation type〉—to the corresponding operation log, based on

the logical group of the object, which is calculated by the object ID (W1 in

Figure 3.8). This logging step requires the acquisition of a logical group lock

because a non-priority thread can access the same operation log. After that,

without releasing the lock, an index entry—〈object ID, version, sequence num-

ber, offset, length, operation type, a position of the operation log〉—is inserted

to the index cache (W2). An index entry allows searching for the objects that

exist in the operation log.

Read. For guaranteeing strong consistency, an OSD daemon has to return

the latest data to the client’s read requests. To do so, upon a read request for
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an object, a priority thread in an OSD daemon first searches the index cache

for the recent writes that have the same object ID as the read request. If it is

not in the operation log, the read request is appended in the operation log (R2

in Figure 3.8) and it is then handled by the non-priority thread. If found to be

in the operation log and if the length of the request is not larger than it of the

log entry, the priority thread directly retrieves the object from the operation log

(R1). If larger, the request is appended in the operation log and priority thread

wakes non-priority thread so that it will read the object from the backend data

store and overwrite the log entry with the latest object data (R3).

Unlike a write request, which can be buffered, read requests should be ser-

viced synchronously because the client waits for the data. Thus, a small read

request always triggers a flush. However, there is no huge overhead because the

number of operations in the operation log is kept small as possible.

Flush. A flush occurs if the number of operations in the operation log is

larger than a predefined threshold; the default value is 16, which is determined

empirically. The flush condition is checked whenever any operations are com-

pleted or a timeout is exceeded. In case of a flush, the log entries in the operation

log will be flushed to the backend data store. Then, all the related data is re-

moved both in the operation log and index cache. Note that flushing batch of

several entries is still fast enough in the NVMe environment, compared to the

other software layer overheads.

2. Prioritized thread control

Our threading architecture allows the latency-critical tasks not to be inter-

fered by the best-effort tasks, as explained in Section 3.3.3. However, improper

thread scheduling may lead to inefficient CPU utilization. Here, we explain the

design details of prioritized thread control to handle this problem.
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Priority thread. A priority thread has two roles: message handling and op-

eration logging. If the operation log has more entries than a predefined threshold

value, or if the read has to be serviced from the backend data store, the priority

thread sends a wake-up signal to the corresponding non-priority thread. Once

the non-priority thread completes storage processing, it enqueues the result to

the priority thread ’s send queue. Then, the priority thread sends an ACK to the

client after dispatching the result from the queue. One may think that letting

the non-priority thread reply would be better choice. However, to preserve the

order between operations from a client, a single processing thread per connec-

tion is a practical way; receiving and sending have to be processed by the same

thread.

Non-priority thread. A non-priority thread plays two roles: issuing and

completing I/Os. After waking up, either by a signal or a timeout, a non-priority
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thread processes the operations in the operation log one by one. Note that

although it does not batch multiple small requests into a single large request, it

greatly reduces the scheduling overhead between non-priority threads. A non-

priority thread issues an I/O to the backend data store, enqueues the result

after waiting for the I/O completion, repeats this until no more pending request

presents in the operation log, and goes to sleep.

Thread control. Each priority threads is pinned to a dedicated CPU core

when the OSD daemon starts. When awakening the non-priority thread, the

priority thread checks if there is a non-priority core that can afford to run the

task. If exists, the priority thread schedules the non-priority thread to that core.

Otherwise, it leaves the scheduling work to OS scheduler; non-priority thread

can be scheduled to one of priority cores.

3. Application-managed data store

Application-managed data store contains not only the disk layout but also

the interface to communicate between the OSD daemon and the storage. The

storage device is partitioned such that a non-priority thread is in charge of only

a single partition; it can not access the other partitions. The free blocks in a

partition are managed by a free block list manager.

Upon a update request, the object is overwritten in the allocated data block

in an in-place update manner. Then, the updated metadata is written at the

end of the journal. The metadata contains the key, the location where the value

is recorded, and free list information. If the write is complete, the data store

updates the metadata in memory.

APIs:

Our data store provides key-value interface to the OSD daemon: put( ), get(

), and delete( ).
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Put. The put() operation writes the key-value pair. As explained in Section

3.3.3.3, the pre-allocation technique helps avoid metadata update when the

object size is known. If the object size is larger than the pre-allocated object

size, the existing metadata journaling mechanism [86, 91] can be applied to

guarantee system consistency.

Get. Using OID as a key, Application-managed data store can find the

location of metadata. The beginning of the metadata area is stared at a fixed

position and its endpoint is also fixed, so Application-managed data store can

find out the address of the metadata area where onode data is located via a

simple sequential search or cached metadata. Upon knowing the location of

onode, Application-managed data store can read data blocks via block list in

onode.

Delete. Application-managed data store uses delayed deallocation when

delete() is called. In other words, it marks onode as deleted and records which

deleted object is in the journal.

Data layout:

The entire disk layout of a storage device is divided by a partitioned domain.

Each partition has its own journal, metadata, data allocation, and date partition

except for super block.

Super block. Super block contains partition-level information. For in-

stance, it has a start pointer on each partition area, and the number of total

onode and the size of each partition such as EXT4 [86], F2FS [87].

Journal area. The main purpose of this area is to endure the crash fault.

Like other journaling features used in general storage systems, the log is recorded

to the journal area in order.

Metadata area. Metadata for the object is recorded in this area. Basi-
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cally, a fixed length of metadata entry is stored. The metadata entry contains 〈

object name, extended attributes, chunk map 〉. Chunk map has a block num-

ber allocated for the object name. If the size of the object is larger than what

chunk map can store, indirect map [86] will be used.

Data allocation area. This area is for maintaining allocation information

about the data partition area. This is quite similar to data bitmap from other

general storage systems [86].

Data partition area. The data partition is composed of a fixed block.

Each block is maintained by the Data allocation area [103].

3.4 Evaluation

3.4.1 Environmental setup for Eventual Consistency Service

We have configured GlusterFS version 3.8.4 consisting of four servers, each

server has Intel Xeon E5-2690 2.6GHz CPU with 256GB of RAM, three NVMe

SSDs (SK Telecom NV-Drive D161), and runs Cent OS 7.2. Totally eight clients

were used and each of them connected to the server via an 80GbE NIC using

the native FUSE interface.

We created two GlusterFS daemons for each NVMe SSD, thus a total of

six daemons per a server are used. Each daemon consists of eight event threads

and eight IO threads (LALCA consists of eight Main worker threads and eight

Sub worker threads). Since the server machine has 48 cores, we conducted ex-

periments with six daemons (there are eight main and eight sub workers for

each daemon) in order to use all the cores. The replication factor was two and

we created two volumes, all clients are mounted the two volumes in order to

maximize workload. In each experiment, Baseline represents thread 8 case in

Figure 3.3 and Tuning represents parameter+system tuning. All experimental
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Figure 3.9: 4KB random I/O performance (FIO, direct, 32 threads 8 iodepth

per a client) and the number of context switching per a I/O.

results were performed for 300 seconds and are the average of three different

runs.

3.4.2 Random I/O performance & Context switching

Figure 3.9 shows the results when measuring 4KB random I/O performance

using FIO on clients. First, we can see that the ideal result shows about 894K

IOPS for random write case and 1005K IOPS for random read case. Ideal

means that GlusterFS server daemon sends ack to the client immediately after

receiving a packet from the network. Because of the performance issue of the

FUSE implementation of the client, the maximum possible IOPS per client

is lower than the theoretical network bandwidth. In the case of Baseline, as

indicated in section 3.1.2, the spinlock causes significantly lower IOPS and

higher latency. Tuning achieved about 600K IOPS with 0.85 ms. This result

shows that IOPS and latency are improved compared to the Baseline as a

result of changing the spinlock to mutex and changing HDD based parameters.

However, storage I/O is not fully utilized yet, and it is still far from ideal

performance. On the other hand, LALCA is able to reach about 866K IOPS.

The latency was 0.6 ms, which is very close to 0.56 ms in the ideal case. In the
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Figure 3.11: Scalability result of LALCA.

case of Tuning, GlusterFS server daemon used up most CPUs due to the issue

of scalability. Conversely, LALCA can process faster than other cases because

of reduced lock contention and performance gain from locality based design.

CTX-SW/IO represents the number of context switching per an I/O. Baseline

shows lowest CTX-SW/IO because it is spending a lot of time spinning for

locks. However, LALCA’s result is reduced by half compared to Tuning.

3.4.3 CPU Usage & Cache Miss

Figure 3.10 shows the CPU usage and cache miss in the experiment as shown in

Figure 3.9. The result of Baseline shows that most of the CPU is consumed at

the user level due to the spinlock. In this case, cache miss is 0.22 M/sec (cache
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miss count per second), which is relatively low compared to other cases. This

is because most of the thread used spinlocks repeatedly. Therefore, both the

instruction and data cache hit occur (The cache miss represents all misses of

the LLC). In the case of Tuning (random write), 97% of total CPU is used due

to cache miss caused by lock contention and the unnecessary context switch.

This performance limitation causes significant performance drop as shown in

Figure 3.9. On the other hand, LALCA only used 70% of CPUs. This is the most

important reason why LALCA is needed in the NVMe SSD environment. The

performance is much higher than Baseline and Tuning as described in Section

4.6.2.1, and the CPU usage is reduced by 27% for the case of random write and

almost half for the case of random read.

Cache miss result (Figure 3.10-(a), (b)) shows the reason why LALCA can

utilize CPU precisely. In the case of random write, the cache miss of Tuning

occurs almost twice as much as the LALCA. Therefore, CPU time is wasted

due to unnecessary cache miss.

In the case of random read (Figure 3.10-(b)), the result for cache miss is

similar in Tuning and Baseline whereas LALCA cache miss is 20% less than

Tuning.

3.4.4 Performance impact of Proposed solutions

Table 3.2 shows performance results of each technique. This experiment was

performed under the same experimental conditions in Section 4.6.2.1. LATC

indicates the result of locality aware thread control considering NUMA struc-

ture. Although LATC improved performance, it was not a big improvement.

This is because just thread control can not remove shared resource contention

due to locks and lack of data locality. LCA indicates the result of LATC with

per-object locks and local queue structures. As can be seen from the LCA re-
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Tuning LATC LCA LALCA

K IOPS 606 651 822 866

Latency (ms) 0.85 0.78 0.62 0.6

Table 3.2: Random write performance impact of each proposed technique

sults, the contention on the shared resources has been removed, resulting in a

dramatic improvement in performance. LALCA is the result of LCA with the

per-cpu local memory pool. It shows that performance is improved slightly be-

cause local memory pool optimizes frequent allocation and deallocation requests

without lock contention.

3.4.5 Performance Scalability

Figure 3.11-(a) shows the random write performance result by changing the

number of clients that send I/O requests to servers. As mentioned in Section

4.6.2.1, performance of one client is low due to performance limitations of the

client. However, as the number of clients increases, performance increases as

much as each client’s performance limit. Figure 3.11-(b) shows the performance

result by changing the number of worker on the server. As shown in the figure,

if the number of servers is small, the latency increases because there are not

enough servers to handle all I/Os from clients. However, as the number of

workers increases, parallelism increases without contention for shared resources,

resulting in performance improvement.

3.4.6 Sequential I/O performance

We tested the sequential workload using FIO to see the effect of LALCA for the

case where a block size is larger, which requires long latency. Figure 3.12 shows

the result of sequential I/O performance. In the case of small write (16 KB and
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Figure 3.12: Sequential I/O performance comparision (Write: (a, b, c, d), Read:

(e, f, g, h)).
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Figure 3.13: Performance comparison between RTC and LALCA (FIO, direct,

32 thread 8 iodepth per a client).

64 KB experiments, Figure 3.12-(a)), LALCA shows good performance with

less CPU usage. For the Baseline, performance is low at 16KB. However, as the

block size increases to 64KB, CPU utilization is slightly reduced (Figure 3.12-

(c),(d)), and performance gap (between Baseline and LALCA) is also reduced.

Since a long latency operation is not sensitive to locality and lock contention,

LALCA’s optimizations for high performance are less effective in the case of

the large block size.
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(a) Filebench (Video server workload) (b) SPEC SFS (VDI workload) (c) Performance profiling
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Figure 3.14: Filebench and SPEC SFS 2014 result ((a), (b): latency result, (c):

profiling result from experiment (b)).

In addition, as the block size increases to over 256 KB, even though Baseline

results show that throughput is improved, the CPU usage also increase. This

is because the GlusterFS client process I/O based on a 128 KB block and I/O

is divided into several I/O requests if FIO requests the block size of 128 KB or

more. One thing to note is that Baseline spend most of CPU time in user mode

due to lock contention as explained in Section 3.1.2

Unlike the case of write, we can see that read throughput is similar except

for 16KB case (Figure 3.12-(e)). This is because read only processes the re-

quested I/O count. On the other hand, all I/O requests are doubled due to the

replication factor of 2 in the case of write. Therefore, it causes more contention.

However, as shown in Figure 3.12-(g) and (f), Baseline shows slightly higher

CPU usage than LALCA in large block sizes and CPUs are wasted due to iowait.

Also, since Baseline’s IO threads wait for read completion, iowait for read is

more higher than the write case (between Figure 3.12-(c) and (g)). On the other

hand, LALCA completely removes iowait through locality aware thread control.

3.4.7 Performance Comparison between RTC and LALCA

The RTC model is similar to LALCA from the perspective of reducing cache

misses and lock contention through locality based thread control. To compare
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with them, we implemented the RTC model on GlusterFS. In RTC implemen-

tation, a single thread handle both network and storage I/O. For example, a

Main worker read from network and then, issue to storage. It also waits I/O

completion and send ack to a client.

Figure 3.13 shows the performance comparison between RTC implementa-

tion and LALCA in GlusterFS. We measured the sequential write performance

while changing the block size with FIO. The result of small block size perfor-

mance indicates that the RTC is nearly similar to LALCA. However, the result

of large block size performance shows that LALCA is better than RTC. This is

because of LALCA’s work-conserving scheduling. LALCA does not block and

wait for an I/O, but it can perform other I/O (if storage I/O need blocking due

to waiting I/O completion, it perform network I/O processing immediately).

This can be very effective in handling large block size I/O where long latency

occurs. Note that the RTC model uses a single thread and the thread is re-

sponsible for everything from network processing to storage processing and it

causes high latency due to block and wait for an I/O.

Figure 3.13-(b),(c) shows a more specific cause. In all block size test (LALCA

and RTC), CPU usage for system + user is almost similar to each other. Rather,

LALCA shows higher CPU usage in the case of 16KB block size test. However,

LALCA has very little iowait in all block size tests whereas that RTC consumes

nearly 40% CPU for iowait in the case of 64KB block size.

3.4.8 Macro workload

3.4.8.1 GlusterFS metadata operation

Generally, a client for a distributed file system performs a write operation using

the open(), write(), and close() system calls. However, GlusterFS processes these
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operations in the following process. First, when open() is called on the client, the

existence of the file is checked through lookup operation, and the file is opened.

When the file is opened, the file is locked and performs a changelog operation

to record that this file has been changed. After a changelog is finished, write()

is called. When write() is executed on the client, the actual write is performed.

Therefore, if a client repeats the operation of open() - write() - close(), the

above operations are always performed. If write() is continued after open(),

only write operation is executed except from lookup to changelog.

3.4.8.2 Filebench result

Figure 3.14-(a) shows Filebench’s video server workload result for latency. We

tested filebench using default configuration (filesize is 10GB, the number of

thread is 48, read I/O size is 256k and write I/O size is 1MB). X axis represents

the type of I/O flow. For example, vidreader means multiple read flows, newvid

means a write flow and vidremover means a file deletion flow. In the case of

video server workload, these I/O flows are mixed and most of operations of

video server workload are vidreader. As shown in Figure 3.14-(a), vidreader

latency is improve by 30%.

3.4.8.3 SPEC SFS 2014 result

Figure 3.14-(b),(c) shows SPEC SFS 2014 (VDI) results. The workload metric

was set to 5. The experiment was performed with a total of 80 GB of written

files. LALCA’s latency is lower than baseline except for access (Figure 3.14-(b)).

As a result, the overall performance of SPEC SFS 2014 shows that LALCA is

better, but there is no big performance improvement like FIO experiment due

to the limitation of internal operation in GlusterFS.

Figure 3.14-(c) represents the latency ratio per operation in GlusterFS when
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Figure 3.15: IOPS and CPU usage of small random workload ( MP represents message

protocol processing. SP represents storage processing. P: priority thread, NP: non-priority,

MISC: compaction and sync threads).

SPEC SFS VDI workload is executed. LALCA mainly optimized main read and

write operation sequence (open() - many reads or many writes - finally close()).

The optimized operations in this paper such as write (9.96%), read (1.35%) has

a limited proportion of total latency results. Therefore, there was no significant

performance improvement. In fact, VDI workloads use a specific system call

sequence such as open() - close() operations (open() - read() or write() - close()

or fsync()). Therefore, the overhead of the metadata operation for the file is

larger than that of read or write for the file. This is because internal operations

(lookup - open - file lock - pre-changelog - write - post-changelog - file-unlock -

flush - release) are repeated every a single write or read operation.

This metadata overhead can be minimized through caching and batch-

ing [22] [23]. For example, metadata operations can be combined into one

(merged open() - write() or read() - merged close()) or using the client cache,

metadata processing can use cached metadata and send only write or read re-

quests. If so, we believe that current SW stack will eventually cause performance

problem for main read and write operations. Also, LALCA can maximize the

performance of object service which has less metadata overhead than file service

because object service only needs OID and data.
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3.4.9 Environmental setup for Strong Consistency Service

We implemented the proposed method on Ceph 15.0.2. For the experiment, a

Ceph cluster is composed of four server nodes and each server has Intel Xeon

Gold 6152 2.1Ghz (22 cores) with 128GB of RAM and two NVMe SSDs (Sam-

sung PM1725a). Totally five client nodes are connected to the storage cluster

with 100 GbE NIC. Each server runs eight OSD daemons configured with two

replicas. Eight priority threads and ten non-priority threads are used. We use

a ramdisk as in-memory storage to emulate NVM. Our evaluation is based on

Ceph’s block storage service (RBD), but the performance of object and file

storage also would be similar because we implement our proposed design based

on Ceph RADOS [70], a core I/O component that is a common part to all three

storage systems. We represent CPU usage through logical core percentile, so if

two logical cores are fully used, CPU usage is 200 %.

3.4.10 Small Random Performance

We run FIO [105] on our Ceph cluster to evaluate the small random perfor-

mance. Five processes on each client issue 4K random I/O via the FIO and

each process has a 30GB image, so thirty connections are established to the

Ceph cluster totally. Also, each FIO runs with two job and sixteen depth con-

figurations for five minutes. Original represents the results of default Ceph

and Proposed shows the results of the proposed solution implemented on Ceph.

Note that Proposed makes use of only a small memory space per partition (flush

happens if there are 16 entries on the in-memory operation log per partition)

to compare Original. The ideal result is similar to the NULL test in Section

3.1.2. Without processing storage I/O, it just does a replication and returns

a response to the client. Therefore, it is the ideal performance by using fewer

computation resources.
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There is a huge performance improvement with low latency as shown in

Figure 3.15-(a), compared to Original. Original can achieve 181K IOPS. Even

if the evaluation is done without configuration optimization, the result is signif-

icantly lower than our expectation because the storage devices are NVMe SSDs.

The root cause is the CPU consumption. As shown in Figure 3.15-(a), Original

uses nearly 3700 % per node. Looking at Figure 3.15-(a) that describes which

thread uses what percentage of CPU resources, storage threads use consider-

able amount of CPU cycle. There are two observations. First, even though the

number of storage threads is 80 per node, total CPU usage of storage threads is

about 1500 %. This means that storage threads can not exploit CPU resources

even though the number of threads is enough. One of the reasons why Original

can not exploit CPU resource is compaction threads. Misc only accounts for 800

% of the total CPU usage. However, a compaction thread used by RocksDB

in Blustore [76] uses nearly 70 % per thread. Since each partition has a com-

paction thread, there are ten compaction threads per node totally. The CPU

usage of all compaction threads is not higher than the storage threads but it

has a negative impact on the performance because each thread uses high CPU

cycle and it leads to a synchronization. Second, even though the storage threads

consume a considerable amount of CPU cycle, IOPS is quite low due to a lack of

efficient thread control and write amplification. Note that Proposed uses more

CPU cycle than Original. But, Proposed achieves higher IOPS than Original

(Original ’s IOPS/CPU: 20, Proposed ’s IOPS/CPU: 180).

Figure 3.15-(b) shows a random read result. Proposed method has higher

IOPS and lower latency than Original. In a small random read workload, read

requests do not require additional I/Os to the replicas because a primary node

handles all read requests, so the read requests can be completed without a de-

pendency with other I/Os if there are only read requests. Therefore, employing
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Figure 3.16: Throughput of 128 KB sequential read and write on a four nodes cluster

with different threads using FIO.

locality has a large impact on performance. In addition, Proposed method re-

trieves the requested data, and return it to the client in parallel because the

priority thread does minimal works with low latency, and non-priority threads

work in parallel.

3.4.11 Sequential I/O Performance

Figure 3.16 shows a sequential performance result by using FIO. We create RBD

images per connection and each client makes a mapping between its block device

and a RBD image. Note that there are fewer context switches than the small

random workload. Therefore, CPU consumption is not a bottleneck. Because

the number of clients is limited, we increase the number of threads on five

clients to evaluate sequential performance. At 16 threads result, the throughput

is 5.5 GB because we use two NVMe devices on a server and four OSDs use

an NVMe device. Therefore, even if an OSD issue 128 KB sequential writes,

the workload becomes 128 KB random writes. On the other hand, the read

throughput increase up to 22 GB/s which is nearly an ideal result because each
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Figure 3.17: Scalability test. Whenever the number of OSD daemons increase, We add

six connections with the same workload.

of the NVMe devices can achieves 3 GB/s.

In this workload, what storage system needs is how the storage system

processes the I/Os in parallel without considering the locality. Proposed can

distribute its I/O to all CPUs in parallel with I/O workers. So, the performance

is nearly similar to Original. Also, based on the experimental result, we expect

that the sequential performance can be improved if NVMe devices are attached

on the storage cluster because CPU usage is not a cause of performance problem

and the tendency of the result under 16 threads shows linear improvement.

3.4.12 Performance Scalability

We run the performance test by increasing the number of the OSD daemon

to check that performance can be improved at scale. As shown in Figure 3.17,

whenever OSD daemons are attached to the cluster, the performance gets bet-

ter. Ceph manages the TCP connections from other OSDs to handle the network

request. Therefore, even if the number of OSDs increases on fixed nodes, it can

have the same effect on the cluster as if the OSDs on other server nodes are
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created on the cluster.
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3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have analyzed the performance problems of scalable dis-

tributed storage systems with high-speed NVMe SSDs and presented low la-

tency I/O processing architecture called CPU-efficient I/O processing for Dis-

tributed Storage System.

For eventual consistency service, the proposed architecture reduces unneces-

sary overhead such as lock contention and cache miss due to context switching.

As a result, LALCA significantly improved performance while using less CPU.

For strong consistency service, the proposed design reduces CPU consump-

tion and unnecessary overhead such as write amplification and context switches.

As a result, Our solution significantly improves small random performance while

using less CPU resources.
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Chapter 4

Design of Global Deduplication
based on Tiering

4.1 Motivation

4.1.1 Problem Definition

In this Section, we will define practical problems to apply deduplication on

distributed storage system.

Scalability of fingerprint index: There are two challenges to manage

scalability of fingerprint index: how to lookup fast and how to distribute evenly.

First, the increased fingerprint index makes fast memory lookup difficult. For ex-

ample, if an entry of fingerprint index needs at least 32 bytes, not only huge stor-

age capacity is needed but also fingerprint index cannot reside in memory when

storage capacity reaches more than hundreds of PB. Therefore, fingerprint-

lookup degrades overall performance. Many previous studies [35] [53] [57] pro-

posed representative fingerprint techniques to reduce the size of index table.

Representative fingerprint based approaches have an advantage of small index
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Figure 4.1: Common approach to support data deduplication.

table, but they cannot remove all of the duplicated chunks. Moreover, in dis-

tribute storage system, theoretically, fingerprint index will grow unlimitedly

even though their policy is maintaining a small set.

Another challenge is how to locate and distribute the fingerprint index

equally. The existing method is a centralized metadata server (MDS) [32] [33]

[34]. However, if MDS is used, it causes the other problems: SPOF and perfor-

mance bottleneck. Because of these problems, a new distribution method for

deduplication metadata that is suitable for decentralized scale-out systems is

needed.

Compatibility between the newly applied deduplication metadata

and exiting metadata: Most previous works have external metadata struc-

ture for deduplication metadata since this design can be implemented relatively

easily [28] [55] [33]. However, additional complex linking between deduplication

metadata and existing scale-out storage system is required. Figure 4.1 shows

a conceptual diagram of common approach to support data deduplication. For

example, if we add fingerprint index or reference count information for dedu-

plication, the underlying system’s storage features do not recognize these addi-

tional data structure. Therefore, the storage features such as high availability

or data recovery cannot work for the external data structure. These features

must be implemented separately in the external data structure. Even worse, it

is hard to guarantee that the modified or added module works correctly or not.
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The correctness for high availability is critical for reliability.

Minimizing performance degradation: There are also two challenges

to minimize performance degradation on applying deduplication. First, when to

start deduplication needs to be considered. The methods of a deduplication can

be also classified based on deduplication timing: inline and post-processing. In-

line deduplication removes the redundant data immediately, while introducing

additional deduplication latency at runtime. Although this approach is slower

than post-processing, it has the advantage that no additional space for tem-

poral store is required [45]. In contrast, the post-processing deduplication con-

ducts deduplication in background process, which exhibits a better performance

than inline. However, a foreground I/O request can be interfered by the back-

ground deduplication process. The both approaches have their own pros and

cons respectively. Therefore, it is necessary to devise what is the ideal solu-

tion for distributed system. For better understanding, we configured the same

experimental environment used in the evaluation section (cf. Section 4.5) and

conducted the experiment by issuing a sequential write (foreground I/O) while

inline processing is enabled or a background deduplication thread operates. We

observe the performance problem of each deduplication method. Figure 4.2-(a)

illustrates the partial write problem of inline processing. In this experiment,

a foreground I/O service is issued using 16KB block size while the chunk size

is 32KB. Therefore, the I/O service can be finished after its read-modify-write

is completed (reading 32KB chunk ⇒ modifying 16KB data ⇒ writing 32KB

chunk). This causes significant performance degradation. Figure 4.2-(b) depicts

foreground I/O interference problem. The throughput of the foreground I/O

slows from 600MB/s to 200MB/s.

Second, how to deal with hot data needs to be considered. Applying dedu-

plication to frequently used data causes the overhead because it will be updated
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Figure 4.2: Performance degradation brought by the existing deduplication method.

soon again. If deduplication is continuously applied on hot data during I/O, un-

necessary frequent I/O for deduplication will cause performance degradation.

4.2 Related Work

There are a few studies on data deduplication to apply it into the existing

distributed (or clustered) storage systems [32] [33] [34]. Unfortunately, they de-

pend on MDS, which keeps metadata independently for management and stor-

age thereby introducing multiple single point of failure (SPOF). Even though

HYDRAstor [55] has no dependency with MDS, its design cannot easily inte-

grated into the existing scale-out storage that supports a high availability, data

recovery, and data re-balancing. The main reason behind this challenge is that

its data structures for data deduplication are separated from data store. There-

fore, such storage features for the data store cannot cover the additional data

structures of data deduplication such as fingerprint index and reference count.

HYDRAstor [55], HydraFS [56] designed a distributed storage system that

can deduplicate via content-addressed and DHT similar to this paper. How-
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ever, the following points are different: First, in those papers, content-based

hash must be created in the client library or filesystem for addressing. On the

contrary, this study not only generates hash by post-processing but also main-

tains the I/O path used in existing shared-nothing storage system. Therefore,

the client does not cause latency due to hashing and can maintain the perfor-

mance of underlying system by selectively performing deduplication. Second,

although [55] [56] designed its own data placement and recovery function based

on DHT, in this paper, it is possible to make dedup data based on existing

object, so recovery and rebalance function can be re-used. Therefore, a reliable

service can be easily applied. Third, the target of this paper is the existing

shared-nothing scale-out storage system which does not consider deduplication.

Fourth, [55] [56] mainly consider throughput and are based on backup system.

On the other hand, this paper focuses on not only throughput but also latency

for primary storage.

Venti [41], Sean C. Rhea et al. [42] used the same method in that it uses

the fingerprint value generated from data content as the OID. However, the

following points are different. First, because [41] manages metadata and data

separately, a mechanism for recovery and re-balance is required. On the other

hand, this paper treats both metadata and data as objects, so it utilizes the re-

covery function of existing storage. Second, [41] should generate the fingerprint

of the data content unconditionally in order to specify the address, but this

paper can gain the performance advantage because it can store the data in the

metadata pool and decide to perform the deduplication selectively. Third, [41]

is an archival storage and it is used only for specific purposes with low per-

formance. However, in this paper, it can be applied to existing block, file and

object interface structure by optimizing performance and ensuring consistency.

Fourth, existing CAS-based storage systems, including [41] [42] are centralized
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and therefore sensitive to the performance of the central server. However, in

this paper, the scale-out performance is guaranteed.

Austin T. Clements et al. [24] implemented deduplication between VMFSs.

They also propose the design without metadata server. However, only the VMFS

environment is considered, not the distributed storage system, and the data

location is defined by defining a separate block mapping for the VM image.

4.3 Design and Implementation

4.3.1 Key Idea

Double hashing: To solve the fingerprint index problem, we propose a Double

hashing mechanism. The key mechanism of fingerprint index is to detect redun-

dant chunks faster. In a traditional deduplication, a hash value of a chunk and

a location of the chunk are mapped in the fingerprint index. So, when we query

a new chunk’s hash value to the fingerprint index, we can retrieve its location.

Interestingly, a distributed storage system has similar mechanism [28]. A dis-

tributed hash algorithm determines the location of an object. One difference is

the input value for the hash algorithm. Namely, a hash value of a chunk is an

input for a deduplication system and object ID is an input for a distributed

storage system.

The key idea of the Double hashing is to combine these two mismatched

input value. Figure 4.3 depicts this idea. Figure 4.3-(a) shows a relationship

between an object ID of data and its contents. In this example, object ID 1, 2,

3 have the same contents. Figure 4.3-(b) shows an ordinary distributed storage

system addressed by object IDs. Each client can find an object data for an

object ID using pre-defined hash algorithm. e.g. CRUSH algorithm in Ceph and

DHT algorithm in GlusterFS. However, since there is no relationship between
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Figure 4.3: An ordinary hashing in distributed storage system and Double hashing in

the proposed system.

content and object ID, the same data could exist across multiple storage nodes.

In this situation, to find the same contents for deduplication, traversing all the

storage node or maintaining a big fingerprint index is required. We remap the

ordinary policy-based object ID (object ID 1, 2, 3) to the new content-based

object ID (object ID K) by using an additional hashing as shown in Figure 4.3-

(c). Thus, the distributed hash table will inform the location of given object

associated with its content [41]. By employing this mechanism, we can remove

the fingerprint index itself and preserve the scalability of the underlying storage

system.

This mechanism gives following advantages. First, it gracefully removes the

fingerprint index that can be a significant problem when applying deduplication

to the scale-out distributed storage system. Second, it preserves the original

scalability of underlying distributed storage system. Third, no modification is

required on client side because the client request is based on the original object

ID.

Self-contained object: We design a self-contained object for data dedu-
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plication to solve the external deduplication metadata problem. As described,

the external design makes difficult for integration with storage feature support

since existing storage features cannot recognize the additional external data

structures. If we can design data deduplication system without any external

component, the original storage features can be reused. Figure 4.4 shows the

concept of it. To this end, we extend the underlying storage’s metadata to con-

tain deduplication information. Note that, modern distributed storage systems

have an extended attribute field (xattr) for this purpose.

Deduplication rate control & selective deduplication based on

post-processing: Our key idea for minimizing performance degradation is

post-processing with rate control and selective deduplication. In our design,

background deduplication threads periodically conduct a deduplication job, and

this background I/O is controlled through rate control. We also maintain the

object’s hotness, which can make sure that the hot object is not deduplicated

until its state is changed.

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the inline deduplication has the advantage of

space efficiency. However, it cannot avoid to exhibit an additional latency due

to the inline processing. For example, in a distributed system, metadata lookup

and data processing for deduplication chunk occurs in the network. Therefore,

latency can be longer than the latency of metadata and data processing on a lo-

cal node. In inline processing, this overhead can be huge because deduplication

should be immediately executed. For this reason, inline processing is hard to

guarantee the performance. On the other hand, we can achieve two major ben-

efits by using post-processing. First, with ratio control, constant throughput is

guaranteed. Post-processing can hide that latency problem because foreground

I/O is handled as existing method and background deduplication thread exe-

cutes a deduplication job later. However, the worst case should be considered
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Figure 4.5: System design. The proposed method consists of metadata pool and chunk

pool. Metadata pool contains metadata objects that contain deduplication metadata

and cached chunks. Chunk pool contains deduplicated chunk objects. All object’s lo-

cation is determined by their own object ID. In case of chunk object, its object ID is

generated by its contents using fingerprint hashing.

that the foreground I/O job is interfered by the background deduplication tasks

as shown in section 4.1-3. Therefore, if we add rate control technique, fore-

ground I/O interference can be minimized. Second, it can give a chance that

frequently modified object does not need to be deduplicated. In post-processing,

background deduplication threads read the data and then, they conduct dedu-

plication process. Therefore, we can control whether or not the hot object is

deduplicated.
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4.4 Design

4.4.1 Object

Storage features such as high availability, data recovery and various data man-

agement operations are per-object basis. Therefore, if we define all data dedu-

plication information into an object, the underlying distributed storage system

can handle the complicated storage features without an additional modification.

In our design, an object is classified into two types based on the information

stored in: metadata object and chunk object. Each of them has their own ob-

ject metadata. Although chunk objects and metadata objects have a different

purpose from existing objects, they can be handled the same way as existing

objects because they are self-contained objects. Therefore, distributed storage

system can handle distributed storage-dependent jobs such as replication, era-

sure coding or data rebalancing for each object without additional operations.

Metadata object: Metadata objects are stored in the metadata pool,

which contains metadata for data deduplication. In a data deduplication system,

data is divided into multiple chunks according to its chunking algorithm in

detecting redundancy more effectively. The ID of the metadata object is a

user-visible ordinary object ID, provided by the underlying distributed storage

system. In a metadata object, a chunk map that links an object to chunks is

stored based on its offset. As shown in Figure 4.5, a chunk map consists of offset

range, chunk ID, cached bit and dirty bit. Offset range and chunk represent

mapping information between metadata object and chunk object. Cached bit

and dirty bit describe status of a chunk. If the cached bit is true, the chunk

is stored in the metadata object. Otherwise, it is stored in the chunk object

of chunk pool. A detailed explanation of the chunk pool is provided in Section

4.4.2. If the dirty bit is true, processing deduplication on the chunk is needed.
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If cached bits for all chunk map entry are false, there is no cached data in the

object’s data part. In figure 4.5, object 2 depicts this case. The type of object 2

is metadata and its chunk map represents that all of the chunks (object B and

C) that consist the object are not cached. Thus, object 2 contains no data but

only metadata. In contrast, if the cached bit is true, the chunk is stored inside

of the object. In Figure 4.5, object 1 and 3 are this cases. Detailed policy on

chunk caching is provided in section 4.4.3 cache manager.

Chunk object: Chunk objects are stored in chunk pool. Chunk object

contains chunk data and its reference count information. In Figure 4.5, object

B, C and D are chunk objects. A chunk data is stored in the data part of

an object and reference count information (pool id, source object ID, offset) is

stored in the metadata part of an object. The ID of a chunk object is determined

by chunk’s contents.

4.4.2 Pool-based Object Management

We define two pools based on the objects stored in. Metadata pool stores meta-

data objects and chunk pool stores chunk objects. Since these two pools are

divided based on the purpose and usage, each pool can be managed more effi-

ciently according to its different characteristics. Metadata pool and chunk pool

can separately select redundancy scheme between replication and erasure cod-

ing depending its usage and each pool can be placed to different storage location

depending on the required performance.

4.4.3 Cache Manager

Cache manager evaluates whether a chunk needs to be cached. If a chunk is

cached, it is stored in the data part of the metadata object. By caching hot

data, we can remove the deduplication overhead. However, in practice, caching
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an object from the chunk pool to the metadata pool needs a policy since storing

an object causes extra I/O requests and storage capacity. For example, although

there is a single chunk in the chunk pool, metadata objects in the metadata

pool can have duplicated chunks. Various cache algorithms [44] [50] could be

applied here but in our experiment, we used a LRU based approach, which is

simple.

4.4.4 Data Deduplication

As described in the key idea section, the proposed method mitigates the com-

plexity of duplicate chunk detection in existing hash mechanisms. Specifically, a

chunk is a basic unit for detecting redundancy of given data. When a data write

request comes to a deduplication system, the data is split into several chunks.

The chunk will be hashed, and the hashed value (i.e. chunk object ID) will be

used as the input key for the hash algorithm of the underlying distributed stor-

age system (i.e. chunk pool). As a result, if two chunks have the same contents,

their location in the storage system is the same and it naturally removes the

duplicates (Double hashing).

4.4.4.1 Deduplication engine

Since, we choose the post-processing deduplication, the engine is run by a back-

ground thread. The background deduplication engine begins deduplication with

following steps.

(1) Find dirty metadata object which contains dirty chunks from the dirty

object ID list. Note that, all modification or new write requests for an metadata

object are logged into the dirty object ID list. Figure 4.5 shows the dirty object

ID list.

(2) Find the dirty chunk ID from the dirty metadata object’s chunk map. The
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dirty chunk is cached inside of the dirty object.

(3) If the cache manager judges that the dirty chunk is deduplication target,

the deduplication engine checks whether the chunk entry corresponding to the

dirty chunk already has a chunk object ID. If it has a chunk object ID, it is

referenced by some chunk object earlier. Therefore, the deduplication engine

sends old chunk object a de-reference message and wait for its completion.

Then, a chunk object is generated and sent to the chunk pool. At the same

time, chunk object ID is re-evaluated according to its contents. If the dirty

chunk does not have a chunk object ID, the deduplication engine generates a

chunk object and send it to the chunk pool.

(4) In the chunk pool, the chunk object generated in step 3 is placed in the

underlying distributed storage system using the hash algorithm.

(5) If there is no object at the location which is determined by the hash algo-

rithm, store the object with reference count = 1. If there is an object already

stored at the location, add reference count information to the object.

(6) When the chunk write at the chunk pool ends, update the metadata object’s

chunk map. (Deduplication ends)

4.4.4.2 Deduplication rate control

The proposed post-processing deduplication system requires additional storage

and network I/O (i.e. data transferring from metadata pool to chunk pool). So,

background deduplication can directly affect on foreground I/O job. To mini-

mize the interference by the background deduplication job, we control dedu-

plication rate. Specifically, deduplication rate is controlled depends on pre-

defined watermark value. In order to do that, we define low-watermark and

high-watermark based on IOPS or throughput. For example, If IOPS is higher

than high-watermark, a single deduplication I/O is issued per 500 foreground
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I/Os. And a single deduplication I/O is issued per 100 foreground I/Os between

low-watermark and high-watermark. There is no I/O limitation if IOPS is lower

than low-watermark.

4.4.5 I/O Path

Write path: Basically, write path is similar with the underlying distributed

storage system because it is post-processing deduplication. Detailed write steps

are as follows.

(1) Client issues an object write request with object ID, offset, size with data

to the metadata pool.

(2) The hash algorithm in the distributed storage determines the location of

the new object according the object ID and write the data. If the data size is

less than the chunk size, the missing part is pre-read from the stored chunk

object when cache bit is false and dirty bit is true.

(3) After the data is written in the data part of the object, a chunk map

is created in the metadata part of the object. At the same time, chunk map

entries are created and added to the chunk map. However, the chunk ID is

not determined yet because it requires content based fingerprint hashing and it

takes an additional latency. The cached bit and dirty bit are set to true.

(4) Update the dirty object ID list for data deduplication. (Write path ends)

Read path: Read path is slightly different from the underlying distributed

storage system since it needs to read metadata and its chunk from metadata

pool and chunk pool, respectively. However, when a chunk is cached, the read

path is similar with the original distributed storage system. Detailed explana-

tion of read path is as follows.

(1) Client issues an object read request with object ID, offset and size to the

metadata pool.
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(2) The hash algorithm in the metadata pool determines the location of the

requested object.

(3) Read the object’s chunk map to find the exact chunk.

(4) a. If the chunk is cached, then read the chunk from the object’s data part

and return the chunk to the client. (Cached object read path ends)

(4) b. If the chunk is not cached, then read the chunk ID and issue a read

request to the chunk pool using the chunk ID, an offset and a size. Finally, the

object is returned to the client (Non-cached object read path ends)

4.4.6 Consistency Model

Since the proposed model separates metadata and data, consistency should be

considered. In the proposed model, data consistency is achieved by the trans-

actional operation of underlying storage system. Also, objects that reference

chunks are tracked. In this manner, we can preserve the consistency correctly.

Figure 4.6 describes the consistency model step by step. A client requests a

write operation (1). The data is written as the cached chunk and it’s state is

changed by dirty (2). These operations are a single transaction. Note that the

chunk state is stored as the object’s metadata. After that, deduplication process

is triggered and dirty objects are found. These objects are flushed to chunk pool

(3). Chunk pool stores flushed data and reference count information (pool id,

source object ID, offset) as shown in (4). If the object is already existed, just
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reference count information will be added. Then, the deduplication result is

sent (5), which in turn the state of dirty object is changed by clean. If failure

occurs at (1), (2), the client can recognize the failure of write operation because

it receives an ack or write time-out occurs. If failure occurs at (3), (4), chunk’s

state is not cleaned. Therefore, next deduplication process handles this dirty

chunk. If failure occurs at (5), a chunk is stored in the chunk pool, but dirty

state is not cleaned yet. In this case, the right result will also be sent when

deduplication process is executed again. Since reference data is already stored

in the chunk pool, if reference data already exists, the ack is sent without storing

chunk and reference data.

The weak point of this model is the performance due to synchronous oper-

ations and the overhead of metadata size. For improving these weak points, we

can use a technique named false positive reference count which strictly locks

on increment but no locking on decrement [43]. However, this approach needs

additional garbage collection process.

4.5 Implementation Notes on Ceph

We implemented the proposed deduplication method on top of Ceph.

Metadata pool and chunk pool support: Ceph supports tiering archi-

tecture and we can exploit the tiering to support metadata pool and chunk pool.

Since most modern distributed storage systems support tiering architecture, it

is easy to port to other storage systems.

Object metadata: We can simply add the additional metadata such as

chunk map or reference counter using the xattr field and the key value store in

the Ceph object metadata. Since modern distributed storage system supports

xattr field or other similar fields, we can easily apply the proposed method
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into other storage systems. Each chunk entry in chunk map uses 150 bytes.

Also, the object in chunk pool uses additional 64 bytes for reference and a map

data structure for referenced objects. However, if chunk size is too small, such

as 4KB, the number of reference objects and the size of chunk map will also

increase. Therefore, the per-object space overhead also increases because Ceph’s

object has its own metadata at least 512 bytes.

Chunking algorithm: We apply static chunking algorithm that uses a

fixed size chunk because of its simple implementation and low CPU overhead.

Note that small random write requires high CPU usage of around 60% to 80% on

Ceph [11]. It is expected that if the CPU intensive algorithm such as Contents

Defined Chunking is applied, the overall performance can be degraded because

of CPU limitation [52].

Cache management (hitset & bloomfilter): Cache management is im-

portant for performance. We exploit the HitSet in Ceph for LRU based Hot/-

Cold cache. HitSet sustainably maintains recently accessed object set per sec-

ond and counts for each object access. If an access count for an object is higher

than pre-defined parameter Hitcount, then the object is cached into the meta-

data pool. Since the HitSet is stored in a storage, the in-memory bloomfilter is

used for existence checking.

4.6 Evaluation

4.6.1 Environment setup

We implemented the proposed method on Ceph 12.0.2. For the experiment, a

Ceph cluster is composed of four server nodes and each server has Intel Xeon E5-

2690 2.6Ghz (12 cores) with 128GB of RAM and four SSDs (SK Hynix 480GB).

Totally three client nodes are connected to the cluster with 10GbE NIC. Each
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Figure 4.7: Performance of proposed post-processing deduplication (random write and

random read). Bar indicates latency and solid line indicates CPU usage.

server runs four OSD daemons configured with 2GB journal size and each OSD

runs on the XFS local filesystem. For the replicated pool, replication factor is

two. We configured static chunk size of deduplication as 32KB. Our evaluation

is based on Ceph’s block storage service, but the performance of object and file

storage also would be similar because we implement our proposed design based

on Ceph RADOS, a core I/O part that is common to all three storage systems.

4.6.2 Performance Comparison

4.6.2.1 Small Random Performance

Figure 4.7 shows the small random performance of the 32KB chunk size system.

We measured the latency and CPU usage of random write and read in 8KB

block size on a single client using FIO (4 threads, 4 iodepth). Original shows

the results of the existing Ceph and Proposed shows the results of the proposed

system with deduplication rate control. Proposed -flush shows the results when

all data is written directly to the chunk pool, and Proposed -cache shows the

results when data is stored in metadata pool first.
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Figure 4.8: Sequential performance of proposed post-processing deduplication (read

and write).

In the case of random write, Proposed ’s latency increases up to 20% and

CPU usage is doubled compared to the existing case. This is because additional

works are required to complete I/O, such as writing metadata (i.e. chunk map

update), reading data for flush, generating fingerprints, and transferring data to

the network. Proposed -flush’s shows the worst result among all the results since

the deduplication processing is executed immediately. Proposed -cache shows

similar performance to Original. This is because its data exists in the metadata

pool and only updates to the chunk map occur.

In the case of random read, we compare the Original case, Proposed case (the

data in the chunk pool), and Proposed -cache case (the data in the metadata

pool). Since the redirection is needed (the client issues I/O request → the

metadata pool forward client’s I/O request to the chunk pool → the data is

transferred from the chunk pool → the client receives an ack), Proposed ’s

latency is higher than the others. It can be seen that the random read of cached

objects gives almost similar performance as Original.
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Figure 4.9: SPEC SFS 2014 database workload evaluation. Proposed means proposed

method with replication. Proposed-EC means proposed method with EC. Y-axes for

Latency and IOPS are logarithmic scale.

4.6.2.2 Sequential Performance

Figure 4.8 is the result of testing FIO 32KB, 64KB, and 128KB sequential

performance for 32k chunk size system. Throughput and latency were measured

in three 10Gbit clients. All read tests were done after the data was flushed to

the chunk pool.

In the case of read, performance is reduced by half compared to Original

when the block size is small. This is because the overhead of redirection (from

the metadata pool to the chunk pool) increases in case of small block size (the

less latency is required). However, when the block size is large, the overhead

is relatively reduced. In the 128KB case, 32KB chunks are requested to the

chunk pool in parallel, so that both throughput and latency are improved.

Ideally, the read performance should be similar to the original. However, due

to fragmentation caused by deduplication [46] [47] (sequential read becomes a

random read), performance is degraded. Our design can not completely remove

this overhead. However, with cache manager, serious performance degradation

will be prevented because hot object is handled in the metadata pool.

The write performance is measured based on the high-watermark value.
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16KB 32KB 64KB

Ideal dedup. ratio (%) 46.4 44.8 43.7

Stored data (TB) 1.82 1.88 1.89

Stored metadata (GB) 163 82 41

Actual dedup. ratio (%) 41.7 42.4 43.3

Table 4.1: Deduplication ratio comparison based on chunk size of 16KB, 32KB, and

64KB.

Since the deduplication is performed at a constant rate in the metadata pool,

there is only limited performance degradation compared to the original perfor-

mance regardless of the block size requested by the client.

4.6.3 Space Saving

Table 4.1 shows the results of deduplication ratio based on the chunk size. The

experiment is performed on our private cloud shown in Section 2 and all the

results are calculated under excluding the redundancy caused by replication.

Ideal deduplication ratio means deduplication ratio of data only. It can be

observed that deduplication ratio gets lower as the chunk size gets bigger. Actual

deduplication ratio is calculated by including size of metadata appended to data.

In the proposed method, metadata for metadata objects and chunk objects is

additionally required as explained in Section 4.4. The size of this additional

metadata grows proportionally as the chunk size becomes smaller. So, although

the smallest chunk size shows the highest data deduplication ratio, its actual

deduplication ratio is the lowest. On the other hand, if the chunk size is large,

the data deduplication ratio is reduced, which reduces the overall deduplication

ratio again.
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4.6.4 Deduplication Synergy Effect with Storage Features

4.6.4.1 High Availability with Deduplication

In this evaluation, we show the detailed results on high availability using database

workload from SPEC SFS 2014 benchmark. A client created a block device

through the KRBD module and then evaluated with this block device. For ex-

periment, we set replication scheme configured with replication factor of two

and erasure coding (EC) scheme configured with k=2, m=1. The workload met-

ric was set to 10, resulting in a total size of 240GB files. Figure 4.9 shows various

evaluation results using SPEC SFS 2014. Note that the workload of SPEC SFS

is mixed with read, random read, and random write simultaneously.

Performance: In Figure 4.9-(a), the total throughput is similar in replica-

tion and the proposed method. However, the throughput of EC and Proposed -

EC are significantly lower than those. Note that the database workload in SPEC

SFS 2014 issues fixed number of requests per second. That’s why there is no

difference between replication and the proposed method. Figure4.9-(b) shows

the total latency result. Replication shows about 1.26 ms, while the Proposed

method shows to 4.1 ms due to the deduplication processing overhead. In con-

trast, EC and Proposed -EC show latency of 2s.

Figure 4.9-(c) depicts IOPS result for the evaluation of each operation.

Similar to other results, the EC and the Proposed -EC show low IOPS.

The latency for each operation can be seen in Figure 4.9-(d). In the case of

EC random write, parity calculation is required unlike replication, and read-

modify-write according to write size is required, which is slower than the result

of the Proposed method. In the case of read, it can be seen that EC is relatively

small in latency gap with the proposed method due to influence of read-ahead

and cache. However, in case of random read, it is difficult to see the effect of
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read-ahead or cache so that higher latency occurs due to simultaneous reading of

widely spread chunks among several nodes. Therefore, the latency gap between

the Proposed and Proposed -EC was greater than in the case of reading.

Storage Saving: Figure 4.9-(e) shows space usage under evaluation using

SPEC SFS 2014. The replication method uses 428GB total, but for EC, 320GB

was used. The Proposed method used only 48GB. In SFS workload that rep-

resents the real workload, the significant storage saving by data deduplication

can be observed.

4.6.4.2 Data Recovery Acceleration with Deduplication

Failed OSDs (#)

1 2 4

Original 68.04 71.35 81.77

Proposed 43.72 44.51 54.78

Table 4.2: 100GB data recovery time measurements (in seconds) with respect to the

increased number of failed OSDs.

Table 4.2 shows the recovery time while removing and re-adding the OSD

on each node. The failed OSD indicates the number of OSDs that have been

removed and added in order to simulate OSDs failure. Totally 100GB of data

was stored at 50% deduplication ratio using replication and the recovery time

was compared between the Proposed case and Original case. In the case of

applying Proposed , data size to be recovered is 50% smaller than Original case

due to data deduplication. As a result, Proposed can make significant benefit

for the data recovery time.
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Figure 4.10: Combination with data compression. The proposed method can com-

bine with data compression features of underlying storage system. Totally ten 8GB of

Ubuntu Linux VM images are used for the measurement.

4.6.4.3 Combination with Data Compression For Maximized Ca-

pacity Saving

One of the common ways to save storage space is data compression. Modern

file systems such as ZFS or Btrfs natively support this feature. Since a Ceph

node works on a local file system, a Ceph node can use data compression fea-

ture. We can maximize storage saving with data compression feature. For this

experiment, we use Btrfs for local filesystem. Figure 4.10 shows the combined

result of capacity reduction between replication, EC, compression and dedupli-

cation. Totally ten 8GB of Ubuntu VM images that are running in our private

openstack cinder service. The OS images are the same but user home data are

different. The x-axis represents the cumulative number of OS images and the

y-axis represents the total occupied space. Note that the y-axis is logarithmic

scale. Replication occupies 160GB of space (8GB x 10 images x 2 replications).

For EC, we set 2+1 configuration that uses 2 disks for data and 1 disk for

reconstruction data. For EC 2+1, therefore, totally 120 GB are occupied. In

the experiment, the actual footprint when using the proposed data deduplica-

tion with replication is approximately 2.2GB. In addition, when one VM image
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Figure 4.11: Dedup rate control.

is added to the cluster, only about 200MB is added. This is because there is

lots of redundant data between VMs using the same OS. As depicted, EC +

deduplication + compression achieves maximum capacity saving.

4.6.5 Deduplication Rate Control

We could minimize the foreground I/O job interference by background dedupli-

cation processing using deduplication rate control (pre-defined high-watermark

value is used). Figure 4.11 shows throughput of a foreground thread that issues

sequential write while background deduplication job is processing. When there

is no deduplication (Ideal case-green solid line) throughput goes around 500-

600MB/s. However, it significantly decreased to 200MB/s when a background

deduplication job is processing (black dotted line). The proposed deduplication

rate control shows almost 400-500MB/s even if there is a background dedupli-

cation job (black solid line).

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, we present a global deduplication design for current shared-

nothing scale-out storage system, which can be combined with existing storage
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features such as high availability, data recovery while minimizing performance

degradation.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

Modern distributed storage system faces challenges due to recent data explo-

sion and storage evolution. To overcome such challenges, I/O architecture in

distributed storage system needs to be reconsidered.

In this dissertation, we have explored two problems on distributed storage

systems and have addressed them by tiering distributed storage architecture

with efficient I/O processing and data reduction.

In Chapter 3, we identify the performance of an existing scale-out storage

system based on both eventual and strong consistency. For eventual consistency

service, we figure out lack of data locality and excessive lock contentions. To

resolve the overheads, we consider data locality in multi-core architecture and

we re-design the server-side I/O processing procedure to avoid lock contention.

The experimental results show that the proposed techniques achieve up to 9

times higher IOPS for random I/O while reducing the CPU usage up to half.

Also, we investigate the problem of the existing storage service based on

strong consistency: high CPU consumption to commit a write operation. Our
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proposed design shows not only performance improvement but also mitigat-

ing CPU usage via (1) Pipelined replication processing , (2) Prioritized thread

control and (3) Application-managed data store.

In Chapter 4, we analyze three challenges to implement practical deduplica-

tion technique on distributed storage system. First, scalability of fingerprint in-

dex. Second, compatibility between newly applied deduplication metadata and

existing metadata. Third, minimizing performance degradation due to dedupli-

cation. To overcome these problems, we propose a unified data deduplication

design with the following characteristics. We effectively remove the fingerprint

index by leveraging underlying storage system’s existing hash table (Double

hashing), and extend its metadata structure to effectively support data dedu-

plication (Self-contained object). Also, performance degradation is minimized

through rate control and selective deduplication based on post-processing.
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요약

분산 스토리지 시스템은 최근 데이터 증가와 높은 I/O 성능 요구로 인해 각광받고

있다. 하지만 기존 분산 스토리지 시스템은 하드 디스크의 I/O 처리를 호환하기

위한 I/O 처리구조를 지니고 있기 때문에 NVMe 스토리지 같은 빠른 디바이스와

사용될때 스토리지 성능을 모두 내지 못한다는 문제가 있다. 더불어 데이터의 폭

증으로 인한 많은 양의 데이터는 이를 저장하고자 하는 분산 스토리지 시스템에서

또 다른 문제를 야기하고 있다.

본 논문에서는 플래시 기반의 디바이스를 위한 분산 스토리지 시스템 구조에

따른 성능 최적화 방법과 데이터 저장을 최소화 할 수 있는 기법을 종합한 티어링

구조의 분산 스토리지 시스템 구조를 제안하고자 한다. 이를 위해, 첫째, CPU 효

율적인 I/O 처리 방법을 소개한다. 해당 기법에는 I/O 작업을 레이턴시에 민감한

작업과 그렇지 않은 작업으로 나누어 다른 처리를 한다. 둘째, 티어링 기반에 중복

제거 기법을 소개한다. 기존 분산 스토리지 시스템에 적용가능하면서 확장 가능한

구조 제안을 통해 효과적으로 데이터 노드간 중복되는 데이터를 제거하는 방법을

다룬다.

본논문에서는제안한방법들의실효성을확인하기위하여실제분산스토리지

시스템에 구현한 후 그 기능을 평가하였다. 실험 결과를 통해 제안한 기법이 기존

방법보다 성능을 향상되고 저장되는 데이터양은 상당히 줄일 수 있음을 보였다.

주요어: 분산 스토리지 시스템, 티어링, 디듀플리케이션, 성능

학번: 2017-38347
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